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Summary

Blind Signal Separation deals with the separation of two or more independent sources from their
observed convolutive mixtures only. Which means that both the original sources and the mixing
paths are unknown. Due to the changing nature of the acoustical mixing paths, an adaptive
algorithm is required in order to track these changes. Applications of Blind Signal Separation can
be found in, for example, teleconferencing systems and noise canceling.

In literature, various approaches to obtain blind separation are discussed. They can roughly
be divided into two methods. The first method uses only Second Order Statistics and the second
method uses also Higher order Statistics. The Blind Signal Separation algorithm discussed in this
report makes use of only Second Order Statistics. Moreover, it uses a Simplified Mixing Model in
order to reduce the computational complexity, which makes the algorithm feasible in real time.

A real time implementation of the Blind Signal Separation algorithm as proposed in [19],
is realised on a Texas Instruments Digital Signal Processor. The final implementation is also
submitted to TI for participation in the TI World DSP Challenge.

Different experiments are done to evaluate the real-time behaviour of the algorithm. Besides
benchmarks, containing recordings of real world mixtures which are used by many researchers
working in the field of Blind Signal Separation, self-recorded mixtures have been used to evaluate
the algorithm performance. The conclusion that can be drawn is that the algorithm is able to
separate relatively simple mixtures containing two speech signals. However, it is more difficult to
enhance a speech signal out of a mixture containing speech and music.

In order to be able to do these experiments, the real-time DSP system is equipped with a
flexible and user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI makes use of the Real Time
Data eXchange (RTDX) protocol developed by TI.

Finally some suggestions are given for future improvements, both for the algorithm implemen
tation as well as improvements on the algorithm itself.
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1 Introduction

The final part of the electrical engineering study at the Eindhoven University of Technology con
sists of the completion of a graduation project, in order to receive the Master of Sience degree.
This project is carried out with the Signal Processing Systems Group from the Eindhoven Univer
sity of Technology. In the Signal Processing Systems group study is done, among others, towards
multichannel adaptive filtering applications, such as Blind Signal Separation, (multi-channel) Echo
cancellation and Dereverberation. New algorithms are often simulated in for example Matlab, but
no real time simulations have been carried out for Blind Signal Separation. However, real time
experiments are necessary for a thorough evaluation of the algorithm. Therefore, a system is re
quired which enables the possibility of an easy and user friendly implementation of the algorithm.
The system must be easily expandable, generic and easy to maintain.

In this graduation work an Adaptive Blind Audio Signal Separation algorithm is realised on
a TI TMS320C6701 DSP system. The Blind Signal Separation (BSS) algorithm uses a simplified
mixing model. Two simultaneously occurring independent audio signals in an ordinary acoustic
environment (e.g. an office) can be separated in real-time with this system. Blind Signal Separa
tion deals with the problem to separate independent sources only from their observed mixtures,
while both the mixing process and original sources are unknown. Examples of BSS algorithms
employed in acoustical applications can be found among others in audio teleconferencing systems,
hearing aids and noise cancelling. Such systems usually involve speakers that are at some unknown
and time-varying distances from the microphones. Therefore, the microphone signals contain the
unknown original sources mixed by unknown acoustical transfer functions. The main objective
of such an audio teleconferencing system is to produce speech with a high-quality intelligibility
despite a low signal-noise ratio of the observations. The complexity of the entire system is related
to the room acoustics. The acoustic model of a room is very complex. In addition, due to the
continuously changing nature of the acoustics, the (un)mixing system is time-varying. Therefore,
adaptive filters are required. In this work an implementation of a BSS algorithm is presented in
order to realise the functionality as described above. The BSS algorithm has recently been intro
duced in literature [19] and has been developed in the Signal Processing Group of the TU Ie. This
BSS algorithm is based on a simplified mixing model and second order statistics. This simplified
mixing model uses the fact that the acoustic transfer functions from a source to two closely spaced
microphones are very similar. A difference between the two transfer functions is only needed to
perform signal separation. The algorithm is efficiently realized in frequency domain. In order to
do experiments with the system in a user friendly way, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been
built. The GUI makes use of the Real Time Data eXchange (RTDX) protocol developed by TI.

The Texas Instruments World DSP and Analog University Challenge 2000 is a worldwide
contest with the restriction that an implementation of a new algorithm must be made on a TI
Digital Signal Processor and analog equipment. This years contest had 59 entries in Europe and
241 participants worldwide. Participants take part as a team of maximal five students. For the
participation in the TI World DSP and Analog Contest, a student-team was formed in October
2000 in order to realise the functionality as described above. The team members are J.v.d.Laar,
E.Habets, P.Lokkart and J .Peters. The advising professor is P.Sommen and for technical support
and other suggestions H.v.Meer and D.Cornelissen are valuable members of the project group.
The actual implementation of the algorithm was carried out by J.v.d.Laar, E.Habets, P.Lokkart
and J .Peters. Where E.Habets and P.Lokkart mainly worked on the implementation of the FFT
routines and the Graphical User Interface, J.v.d.Laar and J .Peters worked on the implementation
and testing of the actual Blind Signal Separation algorithm. Each of the project group members
contributed to the work that is done, depending on the time they had available. This graduation
work is mainly carried out within the scope of the TI World DSP Contest.
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1.1 Objective

The initial objective of this graduation work was to make a real-time DSP system, suitable for the
implementation of different adaptive algorithms. The objective of such a system is to reduce the
gap between computer simulation of an algorithm and a real time implementation of it. To make
it possible to use the system as a basis for the implementation of different adaptive algorithms,
the system has to be generic and easy to extend. The decision was made to combine the objective
of the graduation work with the participation in the TI Contest. Therefore, the emphasis of the
graduation work is put on the implementation of an algorithm rather than on the genericity of
the system.

The main goal of the participation in the TI Contest is to make a realization of the Adap
tive Blind Audio Signal Separation algorithm, as proposed in [19]. The realization has to be
made on a Texas Instruments (TI) TMD326006701 Evaluation Module (EVM) equipped with the
TMS320C6701 floating point DSP, using Code Composer Studio as software development tool.
With this realization the new algorithm can be developed further because realistic experiments
can be done in real time. The final implementation will be submitted to TI for participation
in the TI World DSP Contest. More information about this contest can be found on webpage
.. http:\\www.ti.com...

The system is restricted to the 2x2 case, that means two microphones and two sources. The
main reason for this is the computational complexity, which increases quadratically with increasing
number of microphones. When there are more sources than microphones the system is under
determined and separation can not be achieved.

The implementation, which is performed in the C language, has to be easy to extend with other
C routines and functions. In this way, the system can serve as a basis for the implementation of
other adaptive algorithms.

1.2 Notations and definitions

In this chapter some assumptions and general definitions are made. x(t) denotes a continuous time
domain signal. x[k] denoting a discrete time signal, which equals the continuous time instance kT,
where T is the sample time and ~ = fs symbolizes the sample frequency. Lowercase characters
represent time domain variables and uppercase characters represent frequency domain variables.
Matrices are denoted by bold face calligraphic or uppercase characters. Dimensions of vectors and
matrices are denoted as superscript characters like ;rN[k] for a vector of length N or XB,N for a
BxN matrix. Underlining e.g. ;r[k] is used to denote a vector. Again lowercase is used for a time
domain vector and an underlined uppercase variable for a vector in frequency domain.

ot, 0·, OH, Oi, denotes the transpose, complex conjugate, hermitian (complex conjugate and
transpose) and the i-th element of a vector respectively. Furthermore, the expectation operator
(x[k]) gives the ensemble average of signals x[k], which is equal to the average over time when x[k]
is stationary.

n{x} and I{X} denote the real and imaginary part of a complex number respectively. Thus
X =n{X} + jI{X}.

The convolution of continuous time signals is denoted by x(t) * y(t).

denotes the Fourier matrix.

1

e- j2tr (N-2);jN-2)

e- j2tr (N-2)N(N-l)

(1)
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Property of the Fourier matrix:

and
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(2)

(FN)-l = 2-(FN)*
N

Matrix IN is the NxN mirror matrix with ones on the anti-diagonal, defined as:

Ek1 is a matrix of zeros, except a one at the intersection of the k-th row and the l-th column.

~ is a column vector of zeros with a one at position t.

(3)

(4)

(5)

1.3 Outline of this report

This report is divided into the following parts:

• Chapter 2, "Backgrounds of BSS" presents a short overview of a few multichannel adaptive
filtering applications, including Blind Signal Separation. Furthermore it shortly explains the
principals of adaptive filtering and introduces some basic acoustics.

• Chapter 3, "Blind Signal Separation based on a Simplified Mixing Model" presents a new
Blind Signal Separation algorithm that makes use of a Simplified Mixing Model, which is
based on the similarity between two closely spaced microphone signals.

• Chapter 4, "Hardware and Software selection" gives an overview of the hardware and soft
ware used in order to make a real time implementation of the algorithm.

• Chapter 5, "Algorithm Implementation" gives an overview of the implementation of the al
gorithm. Important parts of the implementation are described in more detail. Furthermore,
the designed Graphical User Interface is presented. This chapter also gives an overview of
the software routines with some timing information of the routines.

• Chapter 6, "Experimental Results" presents the results obtained from experiments, both
with simulated room acoustics and real recordings, with the system.

• Chapter 7, "Future research" gives some suggestions for future work and research, both for
the algorithm itself and for the implementation of the algorithm.

• Chapter 8, "Conclusions" gives the conclusions of the work, which are obtained from the
experiments with the system.
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• Appendix A, "Efficient computation of the FFTs" presents a method to transform two real
valued sequences to frequency domain simultaneously, using only one Fast Fourier Trans
form. The inverse transform is discussed as well.

• Appendix B, "Derivation of the Gradients" this appendix gives the derivation of the gradi
ents.

• Appendix C, "Complexity of the BSS algorithm" in this appendix a complexity calculation
is made for the BSS algorithm. According to this calculation, the algorithm was not feasible
on the obsolete C40 DSP from Texas Instruments. Therefore, the new Texas Instruments
Evaluation Module featuring the C67 DSP was bought.

• Appendix D, "Memory requirements" this appendix gives a global overview of the memory
requirements for an implementation of the BSS algorithm.

• Appendix E, "Running the Demo" gives an overview of the connections to be made to A
BLASS-TI and to start up the demo.

• Appendix F, "Reflection coefficients" this appendix gives a overview of the reflection coeffi
cients for some materials used to calculate the simulated room impulse responses.

• Appendix G, "Derivation of the gradients for Inverse modeling" gives a derivation of the
gradient used for Inverse modeling.

• Appendix H, "Source Code A-BLASS-TI" gives the C-code of the project, including the
subroutines.

• Appendix I, "Source Code GUI" gives the C-code for implementing the Graphical User In
terface.
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2 Backgrounds of Blind Signal Separation.

In this chapter an overview of the fundamentals of Blind Signal Separation is given. First a
few examples of Multichannel adaptive filtering applications are summarized. Subsequently, the
relationship between Blind Signal Separation and adaptive filtering is given.

2.1 Introduction

Many Multichannel adaptive filtering applications exist but only Blind Signal Separation will be
discussed in this report. First a few examples of other applications are summed in order to give
an overview of the possibilities of Multichannel adaptive filters. Besides BSS, other applications
are, for example, Blind Deconvolution, Dereverberation, Echo Cancellation and Noise Reduction.
Blind deconvolution of signals achieves both dereverberation and signal separation. Reverberation
due to multiple echoes, decreases the intelligibility of speech signals. Dereverberation deals with
the problem to remove the reverberation (delayed and attenuated versions of the original signal)
that is present in the signal. Each microphone signal contains a mixture of the source signals plus
reverberation due to room acoustics. Because the reverberation is correlated with the original
source signal, dereverberation is also achieved applying Blind Deconvolution.
Echo Cancellation is used in applications like hands-free telephony and audio teleconferencing. In
such applications a far-end signal (produced by a loudspeaker) and a near-end signal (the local
speaker) exists. Because the microphone picks up both the near-end signal and the unwanted
far-end signal produced by the loudspeaker, this can result in round-singing. Echo Cancellation is
used to eliminate the contribution of the loudspeaker signal to the microphone signal.
Noise reduction deals with the problem to enhance a desired speech or audio signal out of multiple
sources or background noise. Noise reduction can also be used as a pre-processing step to remove
unwanted noise from the microphone signals during BSS.
These applications have the similarity that adaptive filters are necessary due to the changing
nature of the acoustics and the fact that the input signals are non-stationary.

2.2 Blind Signal Separation

Blind Signal Separation (BSS) deals with the problem to separate two or more independent sources
only from their observed linear convolutive mixtures, while both the mixing process and original
sources are unknown.
The problem of Signal Separation arises in many applications. For example, BSS can be used to
enhance a desired speech signal, when speech is recorded in an acoustic reverberant environment
in the presence of background noise or other sources. These signals are mixed via the acoustical
paths existing between the sources and the sensors. The mixtures are obtained with N sensors.
For the 2-input 2-output case the mixing and unmixing model is shown in figure 1.

In figure 1, hll and h22 are the transfer functions from source 81 to sensor Xl and from source 82

to sensor X2 respectively. In the widely used approach by Widrow [16] these systems are assumed
to be identity systems, which simplify the unmixing problem. h12 and h21 represent the cross
coupling effects between the channels. The mixing system is convolutive in the sense that the
microphones pick up multiple delayed and attenuated versions of both sources. When we want to
eliminate the coupling effect between the channels, there are two solutions:

W12 = -h12

h - 1
W12 = - 21

W21 = -h21

h - 1
W21 = - 12

(6)

where h12 * h12
1 =8 with 8 a dirac pulse at zero.

The general assumption is made that the source signals are independent, to be able to achieve
blind signal separation. The individual acoustic transfer functions are non-minimum-phase and
of infinite length. When only a small amount of reverberation exists, the infinite length transfer
functions can be approximated by finite length transfer functions. The task of Blind Signal
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Y,(t)

Y,(t)

Mixing model Unmixing model

Figure 1: The Blind Signal Separation mixing and unmixing structure.

Separation is to identify the multiple different transfer functions and inverting them to obtain the
original separated sources.
The complexity of the entire system is related to the room acoustics. The acoustic model of a
room is very complex. In addition, due to the continuously changing nature of the acoustics, the
(un)mixing system is time varying. Therefore, adaptive filters are required. The adaptive filter
continuously adjusts the filters in the unmixing model in such a way that signal separation is
achieved.
An adaptive filter is a filter in which the coefficients are obtained by attempting to force the output
of the filter elk] to match some desired reference signal elk]. A block diagram of an adaptive filter
is given in figure 2.

x[k]

r[k]

Figure 2: Adaptive filter.

In figure 2, m[k] is an Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, elk] is the reference signal (the
input signal x[k] convolved with the unknown filter h:.).

The most well known structure for the adaptive filter is the finite impulse response filter. The
filter output can be represented by the convolution sum,

N-1

elk] = L wjx[k - j].
j=1

(7)

The weights m[k] of the adaptive (FIR) filter are determined in such a way that an error
criterion is minimized (see equation 8). Often this error criterion is the linear mean squared error
criterion,

(8)
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The input signal x[k] is convolved with an unknown system h. The output of that system is
elk]. The main task of the adaptive filter is to make an estimate elk] of the unknown signal elk], in
such a way that the mean squared error is minimized (see equation 8). Therefore the cost-fuction
is as follows:

(9)

It must be taken into account that when performing Blind Signal Separation, a reference signal
is not available which complicates the construction of the cost-function (see equation 9).

The gradient vector is defined as the derivative of J with respect to the weight vector ~:

OJ oj t
V' =(--, .. ' ,-).
- OWN-l oWo

(10)

However, when performing Blind Signal Separation no reference signal is available, because the
original source signals and the mixing paths are unknown. Therefore the cost-function must be
composed in another way.
An approach for BSS is to perform output decorrelation. The objective of output decorrelation is
to produce uncorrelated output signals. This is often achieved by minimizing a cost function that
is composed of cross-correlations among the outputs. This method only uses second order statis
tics and therefore limits its separation capabilities. The advantage is that the use of only second
order statistics, compared to higher order statistics, results in an algorithm that is more easily
feasible in real time, because of the low complexity. For an instantaneous mixture it is known
that second order statistics, that is decorrelating the mixtures, is sufficient to recover the sources.
However for convolutive mixtures this solution is not unique. An algorithm employing only sec
ond order statistics produces output signals that are decorrelated but not statistically independent.

The possibilities given in equation 6 are both correct in order to achieve signal separation.
In general, unless there is additional information available, other solutions that will not achieve
separation exist as well. To eliminate these unwanted solutions, it seems that either an additional
constraint is necessary to perform separation, or the higher-order statistics of the mixtures must be
employed. However, when it is assumed that the sources are non-stationary, second order statistics
are sufficient to perform separation [8] and [15]. When the sources are non-stationary the set of
solutions for the unmixing system always contains the desired one (measured at a certain time
interval). Each measurement at a different time interval, will result in a different set of solutions.
Now the desired solution can be found from the intersection of the different sets. By iteratively
minimizing a cost function for every time interval, the intersection of all sets will get smaller and
finally converge to the desired solution.
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2.3 Basic Acoustics

In this section some basic acoustics are discussed that are important for the BSS algorithm.
Both the way speech is presented to a human as well as the way it is perceived by that human
are discussed. The acoustic behaviour of a room is also discussed because this is important to
understand the difficulties arising in BSS applications due to reflections in a room.

The way how speech and music are presented to the listener is very important. The human
auditory system remains a black box, despite of many years of physiological research. Some
characteristics of sound are: frequency, intensity and the spectrum of sound. The corresponding
perceptual values of these characteristics are respectively: pitch, loudness and timbre. In order
to design a system that is suitable for a certain audio application, designers of audio applications
must know the range of frequencies and sound pressures to which the human ear responds.
A human is able to focus on a specific source. In this way a human can perceive a specific source
out of a number of sources or background noise. Speech contains many characteristics that are
specific to each individual. For instance, each utterance from an individual is produced by the
same vocal tract and tends to have a typical pitch range. Therefore speech is highly correlated
with the individual who is speaking. This results for example in a dialect.
Also the direction of arrival of the source is determined by the time delay and the intensity
difference between the perception of the sound for both ears. When a conversation takes place in
a noisy environment like a bar, people concentrate on other variables than sound alone. They also
perceive body language of the specific person they want to listen to. Body language, like a mouth
articulating, helps a person to perceive sound. This way a person can focus on a specific source
and 'separate' that source from the other sources in a acoustic environment.
A blind signal separation algorithm only has an array of microphone signals as input. This makes
the task of signal separation very difficult. It is shown in [1] that the human voice is directional
for high frequencies.

This can be an advantage in signal separation, for example when the microphones are placed in
front of the speaker. A large amount of the acoustic power is picked up directly by the microphones
with a relatively low amount of reverberation for the high frequencies. An application can be
(semi)-blind signal separation for hearing aids.

2.3.1 Room Acoustics

Two points in a room are coupled by an acoustic transmission path (two points are e.g. a loud
speaker and a listener). This acoustic path can be described by a room impulse response. This
impulse response is the sound pressure, at a certain point in the room, as a function of the time
due to an acoustic pulse emitted at another point. The impulse response is composed of contribu
tions of acoustic power coming from the direct path, but also coming from reflections caused by
obstacles in the transmission path. The early reflections can be recognized by visual inspection of
the impulse response as the pulses that occur just after the largest pulse in the response (which is
the contribution of the direct path). As the number of late reflections is infinitely this results in
a infinite long tail. These reflections have a certain delay and attenuation due to the propagation
time trough air and due to absorption by obstacles. The absorption by these obstacles is measured
by the reflection coefficient. Each reflecting surface has its own typical sound reflection coefficient,
defined as the ratio of energy reflected by the surface and energy incident at the surface.
In a normal room (which is irregularly shaped) the reflections (due to an acoustic pulse emitted
at a point in the room) are so numerous that they involve all obstacles at all angles of incidence.
Therefore, the sound reflection coefficient is averaged for all the various angles of incidence. At all
points in the room sound waves are traveling in all directions. This means there exists a diffuse
sound field. This means that in the room the maxima and minima in sound pressure lie very
much near each other. That is why the power picked up by the microphones is (especially in the
far-field) approximately the same, independent of the location in the room.
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1

I

Therefore, the reflection coefficients for differ{nt surfaces and obstacles in the room can also
be averaged and weighed by the total area of the rurfaces:

0= 0 1 + 02 1!+ + On (11)

a= alOl +a20~+ +anOn (12)

p
where 0 1, O2,''' are the areas of the absorbing silrfaces in square meters and al, a2,'" are the
reflection coefficients associated with the particultr areas. a is the averaged reflection coefficient
of the total room. Equation 12 is based on the ~sumPtion that the absorbing surfaces are ap
proximately equally divided in the room. If this assumption does not hold the room must be
subdivided into different areas, where each area ha its own averaged reflection coefficient. For the
intelligibility of speech it is also important that no~ all the absorbing surfaces are concentrated in
one particular part of the room. I.

A room can be characterized by this averaged r1ection coefficient and the reverberation time.
The reverberation time is the time needed for the s und pressure level present in the room to decay
by 60 dB. There exists a close relationship betwee the reflection coefficient and the reverberation
time of a room. A short reverberation time, for epmmple 100 ms, corresponds to a room with a
small reflection coefficient. Whereas a long rever~eration time, for example 3 s, corresponds to,
for example, a concert hall. Thus the reverberatio~time depends on the reflection coefficient and
the volume of the room. A typical room has a reterberation time of approximately 500 ms [11.]
and a reflection coefficient of approximately 0.3. I

I
I

i

1

2.4 Complexity of Blind Signal Sepa,ration related to the Room acous-
tics I

I

As mentioned in the previous section, the acousti~ impulse responses of the mixing model and
therefore also of the unmixing model, are not stltic over time. Due to the movement of the
sources or objects in the room they vary rapidly, bqt the impulse responses vary as well as a result
off variations in ambient temperature, pressure anid humidity [1]. The adaptive algorithm must
be able to track all the variations in the acoustic impulse responses fast enough to maintain signal
separation. '
Moreover, the acoustic impulse responses are very lpng (infinite), mainly due to multi-path effects
and reverberation in the room. In order to achievel perfect signal separation, the FIR filters that
model the acoustic transfer functions, must be of ~qual length compared to the acoustic impulse
responses. However, when there is only a limited amount of reverberation present in the room,
these IIR filters can be modeled by FIR filters withl an acceptable length. Often a length of 1000
2000 taps is required. This number depends stronily on the room acoustics of the environment.
For signal separation four FIR filters must be esti~ated for the unmixing model, each of them
having several thousands of taps. This results in a Ivery high computational complexity. Because
of this complexity, most Blind Signal Separation al~orithm are not feasible in real time. Therefore
reduction of the computational complexity is cruci~l. This is achieved by the use of a Simplified
Mixing Model (SMM). Now only two (difference) impulse responses must be estimated (see section
3: Blind Signal Separation using a Simplified Mix~ng Model). Further complexity reduction is
achieved by implementing the algorithm in frequenfY domain in which the convolutive unmixing
can be performed by means of multiplications.

!

2.5 Literature on Blind Signal Separftion

In literature a variety of approaches are proposed ~o achieve Blind Signal Separation. The ap
proaches that use the statistic information in the mfpctures can be divided into two categories: the
ones that use only Second Order Statistics (SOS) a~d those using Higher Order Statistics (HOS).
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When the source signals are stationary, Gaussian and independent it is impossible to achieve
separation. Most of the methods known in literature stipulate non-Gaussian sources. However,
the assumption that the sources are non-Gaussian still requires the use of HaS to achieve signal
separation. Therefore most of the approaches known in literature are based on the use of HaS.
For example one approach uses the information-theoretic concepts of mutual information to obtain
separated outputs. More information can be found in [6]. Information on approaches using fourth
order statistics (kurtosis) of the signals can be found in [17] and [18]. The disadvantage of these
methods is that the computation of HaS is complex and time-consuming.

Therefore algorithms using only 50S are for example proposed by [8], [19] and [15]. 50S infor
mation can become sufficient to perform separation, when there is an extra constrained added, for
example non-stationary sources, spectral matching or constraints on the mixing system, described
in [15]. Most of the algorithms discussed in literature are based on 50S, stipulate non-stationary
sources. The advantage of an algorithm employing only 50S is that it can be less complex and
more robust than an algorithm using HaS.
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3 Blind Signal Separation using a Simplified Mixing Model

3.1 Introduction

The main objective of a Blind Signal Separation system is, despite a low signal-to-noise ratio of
the observations, to extract a desired individual speech signal with a high-quality intelligibility
when several speakers are talking simultaneously or when the desired speech signal is strongly
attenuated by background noise. Therefore, the goal of BSS is not to recover the exact original
source signals but to enhance the desired signal in such a way that the intelligibility is improved.
The Blind Signal Separation algorithm, using the Simplified Mixing Model, recovers the sources
as they sound in the neighborhood of the microphones, not the original sources.

3.2 Simplified Mixing Model

The mixing process that takes place in the acoustic environment from two sources to two mi
crophones contains four different acoustic impulse responses hij , with hij the acoustic impulse
response from source j to microphone i. For example, microphone signal Xl equals the sum of
source 81 that is convolved with hu plus source 82 convolved with h12 . This is depicted on the
left hand side of Figure 3.

Usual mixing model SMM

Figure 3: Simplified Mixing Model.

In vector notation the mixing process can be denoted as:

(13)

where §( t) is an n-dimensional vector of independent source signals, K( t) is an n-dimensional
vector of sensor signals and M is an n x n mixing matrix (in this project n =2). The elements
of the matrix denote the unknown room impulse responses.

M= (hll h12
) (14)

h2l h22

The result for microphone signal one is: Xl = 81 (t) * hu + 82(t) * h12 , where * denotes a
convolution.

The algorithm uses a simplified mixing model to make the algorithm feasible in real time. The
model only models the difference between the transfer functions from a source to two close micro
phones. This means that only the difference between the two transfer functions is needed. When
the two transfer functions are very similar (true for closely spaced microphones) the difference can
be modeled with a relatively small number of coefficients (typically 500-1000 coefficients).

Demixing of this process by means of a BSS algorithm requires the inversion of a matrix
containing these four different acoustic impulse responses h ij • The result of this demixing process
is an estimation of the original sources 81 and 82. When the sensors are closely spaced, the
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difference between the room impulse responses from one source to the two sensors is very similar.
In this case the demixing process can be reduced in complexity by focusing on the difference room
impulse responses (DRlRs) rather then focusing on the impulse responses themselves. This is
shown in the right hand side of Figure 3. See paragraph 3.2.1: "The Difference Room Impulse
Response" for a more detailed description of the DRlR.

Due to echoes and reverberation in a real world environment, an acoustical impulse response
is of infinite length. However, these infinite impulse responses can be approximated by FIR filters
with enough coefficients. The length of the FIR filter needed, depends on the reverberation in the
environment and the distance between the two microphones of the array.

In the case of the simplified mixing model the demixing process only needs to take care of a
matrix containing two difference impulse responses 6oh1Z and 6ohZ1 • The consequence is that the
recovered signals are an approximation of the original source signals. The resulting output signals
for this simplified approach 81 *hll and 8Z *hzz respectively, are estimates of the source signals as
they sound in the neighborhood of the microphones. These output signals are more natural since
each of them reflects what we expect to hear at the position of a microphone if only one source
would have been present.

Now equation 13 can be rewritten as follows:

~(t) = D *H *§.(t) = D * ~(t) (15)

with

D = (6o~Zl 6o~lZ)

and

H- ell h~Z)- 0

and

~(t) = (81* hll)
8Z * hzz

where D is a 2x2 matrix of difference filters, H is a 2x2 matrix of which the diagonal elements
are unknown room impulse responses from source 8i to microphone Xi and ~(t) is a vector con
taining the sources as they sound in the neighborhood of the microphones.

3.2.1 The Difference Room Impulse Response

This paragraph gives an extensive description of the DRlR. The DRlR is based on the principle
that only the difference between the acoustical impulse responses hll and hZ1 is needed to perform
signal separation. The difference between the impulse responses can be modeled with an FIR filter.
The length of this FIR filter depends on the the complexity of the mixing model.

In time domain the DRlR can be modeled as:

(16)

From equation 16 follows that h 11 needs to be inverted. In an anechoic environment this impulse
response is always a minimum phase response. It is known that the inverse of a minimum phase
response is stable. With an infinite impulse response the inverse of h11 can be exactly modeled. In
order to define the DRlR, also a direction of the time index has to be chosen. When the direction
of the DRlR is chosen according to figure 4 and 81 is closer to Xl compared to Xz, there always
exists a causal relationship between h ll and hZ1 ' In an anechoic environment, the DRlR can be
modeled by a delay only. In a normal reverberant environment hll can become a mixed-phase
impulse response, which is the most likely situation for a normal RlR. hll will become a mixed
phase response when a microphone picks up an echo which is stronger than the direct sound.
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Figure 4: Definition of DRIR.
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This occurs in environments which are subject to reverberant or multipath effects. A mixed-phase
impulse response has a stable inverse as a two-sided filter. An unconstrained filter (infinite length,
and two-sided) can represent the inverse exactly. However, when the filter is constrained to be
causal, the resulting inverse is always an approximation of the actual inverse filter (an additional
delay is in this algorithm not implemented, see [20] for more information). It can be seen that
when hll is non-minimum phase, the resulting pseudo-inverse filter and the exact inverse filter are
spectrally equivalent [3]. Spectrally equivalent means that the magnitude squared of the filters are
equivalent (\hll I2 = IhIll \2). This approximation of the inverse is sufficient, because the human
ear is less sensitive to phase distortion.

Box 1 shows a short derivation of the pseudo-inverse of a mixed-phase system when the inverse
filter is restricted to be causal. It is shown that the pseudo-inverse of the mixed-phase system can
be obtained up to a scaling factor C.
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Box 1

3 BLIND SIGNAL SEPARATION USING A SIMPLIFIED MIXING MODEL

Definition: H(z) is the z-transform of the mixed-phase impulse response h.

(17)

This equation can be rewritten:

(18)

where
lail < 1 ;i = 1, ... ,k

lail > 1 ; i = k + 1, ... , N

since a stable system is assumed, the poles are in the unit circle

Ibil < 1 ; i = 1, ... , M

When the inverse filter is unconstrained, taking the inverse:

1
F(z) = H(z)

results, for a stable filter, in an exact two-sided representation of the inverse filter.
However when the inverse filter is constrained to be causal the solution has the form [3]:

C
Fpseudo(Z) == H . ( )eqmtn Z

where C is a constant and

H . (z) _ TI7=1 (1 - ai z - I) TI~k+1 (Z-I - ai)
eqmtn - TIM ( -I)j=1 1 - bjz

(19)

(20)

(21)

Heqmin(Z) is the minimum phase equivalent of H(z). That is, all the zeros are mapped within the
unit circle [3].

From this derivation is can be seen that the original source signals are recovered up to a scal
ing C (see equation 20) and a phase distortion.

Another problem arises when the, possibly infinite length, inverse of hll has to be modeled
by a FIR filter with finite length. Components that are otherwise represented by the long tail
of the impulse response are mapped onto and represented by the FIR filter. This will probably
have consequences for the stability of the inverse. Components of the anti-causal part will also
be mapped onto the causal part, when only the causal part of the two-sided inverse filter is
used. However, this must be further exploited in depth. Although equation 16 is a mathematical
expression for the DRlR, it is difficult to give an exact physical interpretation of the DRlR.

3.3 U nmixing Model

The unmixing model of the algorithm is obtained by inverting the matrix containing the two
estimated difference room impulse responses (see equation 15). This results in an unmixing matrix
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D-1 (see equation 22) which consists of four filters representing the unmixing model depicted in
figure 5.

(:H:: :){:]
Unrnixing model

Figure 5: Unmixing Model.

D-1= (Wll
W21

W12)
W22

(22)

The resulting output signals are estimates of the source signals as they sounded in the neigh
borhood of the microphones.

3.4 A-BLASS-TI in Frequency domain

The algorithm, and thus the demixing structure, is implemented in the frequency domain such
that convolutions can be performed trough multiplications. This results in an important decrease
in computational complexity. Since the frequency bins are more or less independent of each other,
we mainly focus on one frequency bin in the main part of the discussion for simplicity reasons. As
a result, the convolutive time domain mixtures are replaced by instantaneous (scalar) frequency
domain mixtures. The simplified mixing/demixing process for each frequency bin can be described
by the following equation:

(
Xdw)) ( 1
X 2(w) = t..H21 (W)

t..H12 (W)). (~dW)) => (Y1(W)) = ( _1
1 S2(W) Y2(w) t..H2dw)

" -1

t..H12 (w)) .(X1(W))
1 X 2 (w)

-t..iI12 (W)) • (X1(W))
1 X 2 (w)

(23)

where. denotes a multiplication and with Yi(w) an estimate of Si(W) = Si(W). Hii(w) and factor
G(w) - 1

- (1-AH2,(W).AH21 (W))

From equation 6 it can be seen that two possible solutions exist that both achieve separa
tion. The difference between them is that the outputs of the algorithm are swapped. Because
the algorithm operates in frequency domain and the output is calculated for each frequency bin
separately (each frequency bin represents an independent problem), swapping of outputs can occur
for each frequency bin separately. This problem occurs when instantaneous blind signal separa
tion is applied to each frequency bin separately. The problem is called the permutation problem.
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Although the mixtures are demixed for each frequency bin, this can still result in mixed outputs
of the algorithm. This means that no separation is achieved. Only a consistent permutation for
all frequency bins will correctly reconstruct the sources. The permutation problem is solved using
the method described in the next section.

Furthermore it is assumed that:

V'w (24)

If this assumption is satisfied, D is invertible, otherwise the sources can not be recovered from
the mixtures.

This simplified demixing structure is equal for each separate frequency bin and is depicted in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: Demixing structure for each separate frequency bin.

The mixing and demixing of (equation 23) for each separate frequency bin, can be written in
matrix-vector notation as follows:

(25)

The sources can be recovered up to a permutation and scaling.

3.4.1 Convolution Constraints

In time domain, the adaptive filters have to perform a linear convolution. For this reason the weight
vectors have to be constrained in such a way that half of the weights, in time domain, equal zero.
Without this constraint it seems that the different frequency bins represent independent problems.
However, due to the constraint, the DRIlls in frequency domain are restricted to the corresponding
filters in time domain that have a zero response for t > N, where N is the time domain filter
length. By putting the gradients for all frequencies in a vector, this constraint can be performed
as follows:

--!:!- := :;:. z. :;:-1. --!:!-
J6.H· J6.H ..

-'1 -'1

(26)

with F the Fourier matrix and Z a diagonal matrix with (Z)ii =afor that part of the weight
vector that has to be constrained to zero, the other diagonal elements are 1. Finally it is noted
that the permutation problem (swapping of outputs for each frequency bin separately) is solved
by imposing this extra constraint on the adaptive weights for every iteration [8].
Arbitrary permutations for the separate frequency bins will not satisfy the constraint on the length
of the filter. By imposing the requirement that the filter coefficients are zero for t > N (where N
is the filter length), the solutions (for each frequency bin) will be restricted to the same frequency
bin for each iteration of the algorithm.
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3.5 Block processing using the Overlap-save method

Most of the computational complexity of the BSS algorithm is solved in the frequency domain
because in frequency domain the computational complexity of the algorithm is greatly reduced.
The microphone signals are convolutive mixtures, instead of instantaneous mixtures. For the
convolutive mixing case, a convolution has to be performed in time domain to perform unmixing.
In time domain the convolution is denoted as:

where

'/i.B [kB] = (XN,B [kB])t Yd.N

XN,B [kB] = (;£N[kB] ... ;£N[kB - B + 1])

;£N[kB] = (x[kB - N + 1] ... x[kB])t

Yd.
N = (wo··· wN-d

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Thus XN,B [kB] is a matrix containing blocks ofthe input signal and Yd.N is a vector containing
the filter coefficients. This convolution is a very time consuming operation. However, in frequency
domain each frequency bin can be seen as an instantaneous mixture.

From literature [7] it is known that a filtering operation by means of a convolution in time
domain, can be performed efficiently in frequency domain by a complex multiplication. The
convolutive mixing case reduces to an instantaneous mixing case in frequency domain. In order
to obtain this efficiency, an appropriate way of block processing and the use of Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) has to be applied. Therefore, blocks of input samples are first transformed to
frequency domain by means of the FFT. Fast methods to perform an FFT for two input signals
simultaneously, are described in Appendix A. Applying block processing results in the use of the
overlap-save method [12], see figure 7. The Overlap-save method is a well known technique to
convolve a infinite length input sequence with a finite length impulse response.

SIP' overlap

~rrnu
~~F

Pad with zeros

x

w
Throwaway a pan

Figure 7: Basic overlap-save operations in frequency domain.

Figure 7 shows the basic steps for the overlap-save method when it is applied to fixed filters.
The first step to meet efficiency is to apply block processing. This method is based on the partial
convolution of a length M segment (;£M [kB]) of the 'infinitely' long input signal (x) and a length
N weight vector padded with zeros to length M (wM ). This method B new output samples each
step. The input signal is split into blocks of length M that have an overlap with the previous
block of N - 1 samples. The processing delay introduced by the overlap-save method is B samples.

Subsequently the blocks are transformed to frequency domain:

(31)
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The convolution, which is a linear operation, is performed in the frequency domain. Transfor
mation is realized by the use of FFT's, which are cyclic operations. In order to perform a linear
convolution with a cyclic one the input blocks need an overlap (typically 50%). A derivation of
the overlap-save method is given in section 3.5.1: "Derivation of the Overlap-save method".

When applying this technique to adaptive filters, it has to be taken into account that, although
the update will take place in the frequency domain, an extra constraint is necessary to push the
last part of the weight vector w to zero in the time domain (see equation 37).

3.5.1 Derivation of the Overlap-save method

The overlap-save method is derived starting in time domain. The matrix XN,B[kB] has to be
transformed into a circular matrix, to make it possible to perform the linear convolution by a
circular convolution. Therefore the matrix in equation 28 is rewritten.
Define XM [kB] as the circulant extension of matrix (XN,B [kB])t.

[

X[kB_M+l] x[.~B]

XM[kB] = X[kB-.M+2] .

X [kB] X[kB-M+2]

X[kB-:M+2] ]

X [kB]
x[kB-M+l]

(32)

The weight vector lliN must be zero padded to a length M:

lliM = (1QN QM-N)t (33)

At this point equation 27 can be rewritten using the circular matrix and the zero padded
weight vector. The resulting equation can be transformed to frequency domain.

(34)

Because only the last B samples of the length M output vector represent samples of the linear
convolution, M - B samples have to be discarded. The convolution of X M [kB] . (1QN QM-N)t
in equation 34 can be calculated efficiently in frequency domain.

Because matrix XM is circular, it can be diagonalized by pre- and post multiplying it with
respectively :;:M and (:;:M)-l. The resulting matrix is:

X[kB] = :;:M XM[kB](:;:M)-l =diag{XM[kB]) (35)

The filter coefficients transformed to frequency domain are defined as:

wM =:;:M . (1QN QM-N / (36)

Because the weight vector is calculated in frequency domain, an extra constraint is necessary to
push the second part of the weight vector to zero.

yB [kB] = (OB,M-B I B) (:;:M)-l . X.:;:M . ((1QN QM-N))t

= (OB,M-B I B) (:;:M)-l . X. W M

= (OB,M-B I B) (:;:M)-l . (XM[kB] @ W M)

(37)

(38)

(39)

where (OB,M-B I B ) discards M - B out of M output samples, and '@' represents the element
wise multiplication of two vectors. The impulse response weights have to be appended with zeros
and from the resulting output blocks only a part is a clean linear convolution result 36.
As mentioned before, in the remaining part of the discussion emphasis will be laid on only one
frequency bin.

For simplicity reasons the block processing notation is omitted further in this report. It is
assumed that all the computations are performed on a block of input data.
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3.6 Adaptive Algorithm
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Due to the continuously changing nature of the mixing model, and therefore also the unmixing
model, an adaptive algorithm is required in order to track the variations in the mixing model.
Therefore, a gradient descent adaptive algorithm is used.

By using the fact that the original sources Si are mutually statistically independent, the original
sources at the output can be reconstructed by relating the cost function to the cross-correlations
between the output sequences. Using the definition of equations 23 and 25, a cost function J(w)
is defined, for each separate frequency bin w, as the following squared cross-power function:

J(w) =L 1((Y(w), yh(W))ijW =L I((D-\w). X(w)· Xh(w)· D-
h

(w))ij)1 2

i#j i#j

= L !((D-l(w). Rx(w)· D-h(w))ijW
i#j

(40)

with
R ( ) - ((Xl (w)Xt(w))

x w - (X2 (w)Xi(w))

The summation is running over the non-diagonal elements i :I j of the 2x2 (squared) cross
output power matrix. The 2x2 matrix Rx(w) is the cross power spectra matrix of the input
(microphone) signals. The (DRIR) filter coefficients D.H12 (w) and D.H21 (w) of the mixing filters
D(w) are obtained by minimizing this cost-function. The inversion of the mixing matrix results in
the unmixing matrix, which contains four unmixing filters. The cost function J(w) (see equation
40) is a non-linear function with respect to the adaptive weights. In theory, second order statistics
are not enough to find a good solution for stationary sources. However, in practical non-stationary
situations, it is argued in [8] that second order statistics can solve this problem.

In appendix B the derivative of the cost function with respect to D.Hij(w) is derived. This
results in an equation as follows:

(41)
, -1 ' -h

with Ry(w) = D (w)· Rx(w) . D (w)

In this equation the 2x2 selection matrix Eij is a matrix whose i, j-th element is one and the
others are zero.
It can be seen that the derivative with respect to the mixing filters D.Hij(w) is used. Therefore,
the filters obtained with this method have to be inverted to obtain the filters for the unmixing
model.

3.6.1 Update Rule

In this section the update rule that is needed for the adaptation of the coefficients D.Hij (w)
is derived. An adaptive algorithm offers tracking capabilities in a non-stationary environment.
The tracking capability of an algorithm depends highly on the convergence speed. When the
convergence speed is too slow, the algorithm can not track the variations in the input signal.

The convergence speed depends on the adaptation constant p. When p is large the algorithm
is able to track variations in the input signal very fast. However, when the adaptation constant is
too large the algorithm becomes unstable.

The BSS algorithm uses the following gradient descent update rule, which will be applied for
each frequency bin w separately:
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(42)fori,i =1,2andi:li• • ( 6J(w) ) ..
6.Hij (W) := 'Y' 6.H ij (w) - J..Lij (W)· 66.H

ij
(w)

with J(w) is a cost function that is minimized each step, 'Y is a leakage factor (typically 0.99)
and J..Lij(W) are the adaptation constants.
By choosing the leakage factor 'Y < 1, the overflow of the adaptive weights will be avoided.
Moreover, the stability and robustness of the algorithm will be improved. When the adaptive
algorithm is running for a longer period of time the adaptive weights seem to diverge from the
optimal value, which results in a strange audible noise in the background of the outputs. This
noise is especially present when one of the two original sources is silent. The leakage factor ensures
that the adaptive weights go to zero when one source is not present. The background noise is
reduced audibly, when performing leakage. However, employing the leakage factor results in some
degradation in the separation of the algorithm.
Furthermore, the gradient can become very large leading to divergence of the adaptive weights.
To overcome this problem, the gradient is limited by.the adaptation constant to a gate 9 (typically
9 =0.1) according to the following rule:

(43)
otherwise.{

9

J..Lij (w) = fJ(W)/OD.Hi j (w)1

with>. a constant (typically>. = 1.0).
The adaptation constant depends on the absolute value of the gradient. When this value is

smaller than the gate g, the filter coefficients are updated with the gradient o~~~;lw)' When

the absolute value of the gradient is larger than the gate, the filter coefficients are updated with

IOJ(w)/AiI,j (w) I o~~~;L· This prevents a too large update, that can lead to adaptive weights
that are diverging from there optimal values. After adaptation each weight fluctuates around a
(optimal) value. These fluctuations introduce an error. The longer the FIR filters are, the larger
the error due to these fluctuations. However, due to variations in the room acoustics and changing
positions of the sources, the optimal values for unmixing filters are hardly ever reached. Therefore,
choosing a FIR filter with more coefficients results in a better approximation of the unknown room
impulse response. This results in outputs that are better separated. However, it is not evident
that a longer FIR filter would always result in a better separation, when the room acoustics are
stationary and the sources are fixed.

3.6.2 The Solution Set

It is shown in [8] that second order statistics will be insufficient to perform signal separation when
the sources are stationary. However, second order statistics are sufficient when the sources are non
stationary. The power matrix R x (see equation 40) is in this case time-varying. For each iteration
of the algorithm, the set of solutions contains the desired solution (the solution that minimizes
the cost-function, this is not necessarily the solution that achieves perfect separation). The final
solution can be found by intersecting all the solution sets for all the algorithm iterations p. By
iteratively minimizing the cost-function J(w) for different time intervals (algorithm iterations), the
intersection of all sets will become smaller, until the desired solution is eventually found. However,
this depends on the non-stationarity of the source signals. When the source signals are relatively
stationary, it becomes more difficult for the algorithm to find the final solution.

3.6.3 Stepsize Algorithm

Although the BSS algorithm uses the update rule described in equation 42 and 43, a number of
different stepsize algorithms (a stepsize algorithm controls the absolute value of the update) have
been used trying to improve the separation. This section describes two other stepsize algorithms,
which have been implemented but they did not show a significant improvement in the performance
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of the algorithm.
To gain faster convergence a variable stepsize algorithm has been used [5]. This algorithm starts
with an initial value for the stepsize. When the gradient fluctuates around its optimal value, the
sign changes. When two iterations of the gradient both have the same sign, the optimum value
is not yet reached and the gate is multiplied by two, which allows fast convergence. However,
when the sign changes, the optimum has been reached and the value of the gate is divided by
two. This results in small adaptation constants when the optimum value of the filter coefficients
for each frequency bin is reached. Simulations proved that separation was not improved by the
variable stepsize algorithm. An explanation could be that the optimum values of the coefficients
are almost never reached due to variations in the acoustic environment.

Another method used is to normalize the gradients by the estimated power of the input mixtures.
Equation 42 shows that for each frequency bin a new adaptation constant I-Lij (w) is calculated.
The signal powers of the mixtures vary across the frequency band. Therefore the gradients of
the different frequency bins also vary significantly across the frequencies. Normalizing the cost
function by the powers, results in a comparable update step for each frequency bin. In theory,
this results in a faster convergence of the algorithm.

J(w) = L 1((Y(w)· y h(W))ij)1 2 = L norm(w) ·1((0-\w) ·X(w) ·Xh(w) .0-h(w))ij)12 /norm(w)
i#j i#j

(44)
with

norm(w) = L IIRx(w)W
i#j

where

Simple simulations with this normalization did not improve the separation or the adaptation
speed of the algorithm. However, this topic must still be explored in depth.

3.6.4 Power Matrix Update

The power matrix is changing due to the continuously changing nature of the acoustic transfer
functions and due to the non-stationarity of the original source signals. Therefore, the power
matrix must be updated continuously. For the initialisation of the algorithm, the power matrix
has to be estimated once. It is very important to make a satisfying estimation in order to achieve a
fast and converging adaptation. To make a correct estimate of the power matrix, it is recommended
to initialise the power matrix (see equation 45) over more than one block (approximately 5) and
average the estimated correlations. From experiments it followed that averaging over five block
gives good results because a correct estimate of the power matrix is made, which also results in
a faster convergence of the algorithm. Moreover, a bad estimation of the power matrix can result
in a diverging algorithm.

The adaptive algorithm uses the following method to approximate the initial cross-correlations
during the initialization of the algorithm (one block):

1 M-l

Rx(w) ~ M L (X(w))[(Xh(w))[
[=0

(45)

where M is the FFT length.
This 2x2 cross power matrix (see equation 45) of the input signal is updated during signal

adaptation by means of the following update rule:

Rx(w) := 0:. Rx(w) + (1 - 0:) . X(w) . X H (w) (46)
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where a is a forgetting factor that is usually chosen close to 1 (e.g. 0.99), which is optimal for
nearly stationary room acoustics.

The algorithm assumes stationary input signals during the time when the cross power spectra
of the input signals are estimated (each update block). It is obvious that a speech signal is a
non-stationary signal. However, a speech signal can be regarded as a stationary stochastic process
if the time segment is small enough. A typical value that is used for a time segment in which a
speech signal can be regarded as stationary, is 20 ms [11J.

Because, for example FFTs of length M = 1024 are used and the sample frequency is 8 kHz,
the time span of one block is 128 ms. Therefore, the algorithm assumes stationary signals for a
longer time span. Increasing the sample frequency or decreasing the filter length, can decrease the
time span of 128 ms. However, decreasing the filter length will result in a less accurate inverse
filter and therefore, in a worse performance of the algorithm.

Division of the blocks of input sample into shorter sub-blocks can be another solution for this
problem.

3.7 Main steps and advantages of A-BLASS-TI

The following box summarizes the main steps of A-BLASS-TI:

• Source signals are transformed into frequency domain so that for each frequency bin the
mixtures are instantaneous

• The filter coefficients are estimated by minimizing a cost function, which is directly related
to the cross-correlations between the output signals, with a gradient-based algorithm:

- gradients are estimated as a function of the filter coefficients

- stepsizes are calculated

- coefficient updates are calculated

- coefficient updates are constrained

- filter coefficients are updated

• Filtering is performed

• Outputs are transformed back to time domain

The A-BLASS-TI philosophy of simplicity and efficiency results in the following advantages:
• Less parameters have to be estimated

• The demixed signals sound more natural because not the original sources are recovered, but
the sources modified by the direct paths are recovered

• The algorithm can be implemented in real time

• In contrast to, for instance beamforming techniques, the blind approach is independent of
the actual source locations
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4 Hardware and Software selection

4.1 Introduction

Hardware and software components are needed to realize the real time blind signal separation
system. From the complexity calculation reproduced in appendix C, it can be determined what
computational power is needed in order to realize the system.

The TI TMS320C6701 EVM (Evaluation Module) board is chosen as a platform for the im
plementation of the BSS algorithm. The features of the board that are important for the imple
mentation of the algorithm, are described in this chapter. A more extensive description can be
found in TMS320C6201/6701 Evaluation Module Technical Reference [13]. The EVM board is
equipped with either a '6201 (fixed-point) or a '6701 (floating-point) DSP. The board used for
this project contains the '6701 floating-point processor running at a processor speed of 133 MHz.
Code Composer Studio is selected as an implementation environment. In the next section, the
most important components of the board will be described.

4.2 Hardware description

The EMIF (External Memory InterFace) supports synchronous SBSRAM (Synchronous Burst
Static Random Access Memory) and SDRAM (Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory)
memories, stereo audio codec, PCI controller and expansion memory. The EVM board provides
one bank of 64K x 32-bit words of 7.5 ns SBSRAM and two banks of 1M x 32-bit words of 10 ns
SDRAM. In figure 8 the Data Bus Topology of the board is depicted.
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Figure 8: Adress bus topology.

Besides the data bus for the SBSRAM, the data busses and address busses of the EMIF are
buffered. A 32-bit bus switch (see figure 8) is used to isolate the rest of the data bus during
SBSRAM accesses. This allows the EVM board to run the SBSRAM at the full 133 MHz bus
speed. The SDRAM is always clocked at half the CPU clock speed.
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The stereo audio interface of the EVM board is a 16-bit stereo audio codec (CS4231A) with sample
rates from 5.5 kHz to 48 kHz. It supports different types of data formats like IL-Iaw and A-law.
The stereo LINE IN and LINE OUT have adjustable gain and attenuation controls. The EVM
stereo audio interface is shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Stereo audio interface

The Codec is equipped with a serial interface, which is connected to the 'C6701 McBSPO
serial port interface through a multiplexer (see figure 9). All audio data communication with the
processor is done via McBSP port O. Configuration and control of the Codec is achieved via the
parallel data interface. A more extensive description of the CS4231A can be found in [4].
The EVM board can be used as a PCI board in the computer but it is also JTAG compatible.
During this project, the EVM board is accessed through the PCI bus. The expansion memory
interface of the EVM allows a daughterboard to be connected to the board. A daughterboard can
be used to extend the capabilities of the EVM, e.g. with an extra data acquisition board to extend
the I/O capacities of the EVM board (e.g. Blind Signal Separation for larger than 2x2'cases).

4.2.1 TMS320C67x processor

The TMS320C67x is a VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) floating-point memory mapped pro
cessor. The processor achieves high performance through instruction level parallelism. The archi
tecture uses multiple execution units in parallel to execute multiple instructions during a single
clock cycle. The CPU is capable of executing eight 32-bit instructions in a single clock cycle. The
architecture is built around two similar data paths, each containing four functional units (three
ALUs and a multiplier). The processor has 64K bytes of internal program memory and 64K bytes
of internal data memory. A block diagram of the processor is shown in figure 10.

The Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller is capable of transferring data between regions in
the memory map without intervention by the CPU. This allows data transport to occur between
internal memory, external memory, internal peripherals or external devices without using resources
of the CPU.
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4.2.2 Internal Data Memory

The 64 Kbytes of internal data memory of the TMS320C6701 are organized in two blocks of 32K
bytes. When the banks are located in different blocks, side A and Side B of the CPU or the DMA
controller can simultaneously access any bank 0-7 of the internal data memory without conflicts.
Accesses to different blocks never cause performance penalties, even when the addresses are in the
same bank. Even when two addresses are in the same block but in another bank, they also can
be accessed simultaneously. This allows the CPU to access two neighboring 16-bit or 32-bit data
elements in the same block at the same time without a performance penalty. The maximum data
access during each cycle contains therefore of: two 64-bit CPU accesses and a 32-bit DMA access.
This means two parallel double precision loads by the CPU in the same cycle as a data access
is performed by the DMA controller. The internal memory organization is shown in figure 11.
When arranging data into memory (see section 5.3.6: "Data Memory Requirements") the Internal
memory organization is of great importance.
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A more detailed description of the processor can be found in TMS320C6201/C6701 peripherals
Reference guide [14].
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5 Algorithm implementation

5.1 Introduction

A growing number of researchers have been attracted to the BSS problem but they are mainly
concentrating on theory and simulations. In many cases the most important step, namely the
evaluation by realistic experiments, remains undone. In order to develop a new algorithm that can
be used in real world situations, these evaluations are indispensable. A new Adaptive BLind Audio
Signal Separation algorithm has been realized on a Texas Instruments TMS320C6701 DSP system
(A-BLASS-TI). With this system it is possible to perform realistic experiments that are necessary
for the further development of this new algorithm. A user-friendly graphical user interface has
been built to make it easier to perform these experiments.

The project is restricted to the case of two sources, two microphones and two output signals
as depicted in Figure 12, for complexity reasons.

Observations

Graphical
User Interface

Unknown Y/ Y2
Ou/put signals

Figure 12: General System.

The algorithm outlined in chapter 3: "Blind Signal Separation using a Simplified Mixing
Model" has been implemented on a TMS320C6701 Evaluation Module board. This EVM board
is installed in a PCI slot of a host PC running Windows NT 4.0 and contains all the required
hardware. The CS4231A (see [4] and [2]) 16-bit stereo audio codec on the EVM is used to sample
the two input signals and to convert the two separated output signals from digital to analogue.
A-BLASS-TI uses a sample frequency of 8 kHz. The codec is equipped with a serial interface,
which is connected to the 'C6701 via one of the multi-channel buffered serial ports of the EVM
(McBSPO). A graphical user interface (GUI) that runs on the host PC is used to set the parameters
of the program and to choose the sound signal that the user wants to listen to. The software for
implementing A-BLASS-TI on the DSP has been programmed mainly in C and is discussed in the
following sections. In the next section, an overview of the main software modules that have been
programmed or included is given. Afterwards, it is explained how the main routines work in order
to implement the A-BLASS-TI algorithm described in chapter 3.

5.2 Overview of the Software implementation

The most important functions are packed in one software module called main_bss.c. These func
tions are called 'main', 'BSS' and 'BspORxIrq' and are explained in the following paragraph. A
BLASS-TI requires many complex number and vector / matrix operations. All these computations
have been programmed in separate modules. The complex number operations are defined in the
module 'complex_calc.c' and the vector / matrix operations in the module called 'matrix_calc.c'.
The matrix inversion routine has been programmed very efficiently taking into account the fact
that the BSS algorithm only requires the inverse of a matrix that has ones on its diagonal (equation
23). Some operations that are specific to 'BSS', namely the power matrix update (equation 46)
and the stepsize computation (equation 43), are defined in the module "bss_calc.c". All hardware
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related initialization functions are packed into a module named "init_devices.c". In addition to
the self-developed software, (assembly) modules from TI containing FFT and RTDX (Real Time
Data Exchange, see next chapter) related functions are used. All software modules have associ
ated header files with corresponding names containing relevant variable definitions and function
declarations. In the 'main' function, the required hardware related initialization is performed
first (setting up the interrupt vector table, initializing the EVM board, codec, McBSP, etc). The
routine 'main' works together with the interrupt service routine (ISR) 'BspORxIrq' in order to call
'BSS' at the right moment, i.e. when a new block of input samples is available for processing. The
length of a block is called N and the overlap is called B. Since a 50% overlap is being used for the
overlap-save block processing, B equals N /2 (typically N = 1024). After the initialization, 'main'
enters a loop that waits until B new input samples have been acquired, after which the function
'BSS' is called. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of A-BLASS-TI ('BSS'). It processes one block of
length N at a time and is called from 'main' with two arguments. The first argument is a pointer
to a buffer of length B that contains the samples that were also used in the previous block (the
50% overlap, see Section 3.4: "Block processing using the Overlap-save method"). The second
argument is a pointer to the buffer containing the B new input samples. First the signals are
transformed to the frequency domain by means of FFT routines from TI. A method to efficiently
transform two real valued signals with one FFT, is described in appendix A. A-BLASS-TI uses
the first 5 blocks (this number is obtained from experiments, but can be modified) to make an
estimation of the power matrix of the input signals Xl and X2 for each frequency bin by averaging
over the blocks. Choosing P smaller than 5 can result in a diverging adaptation because the
initial estimation of the power matrix is not correct. The variable P in the flowchart of figure
13 indicates the number of the blocks that are processed. For each of the next blocks (P ~ 5),
A-BLASS-TI updates the power matrix of the input signals by means of exponential averaging
(equation 46). This power matrix is further used for the computation of the gradients. Next, the
stepsizes JLl2 and JL2l for the steepest descent update rule (equation 43) and the coefficient updates
for the Difference Impulse Response (DIR) filters t::.H12 and t::.H21 , are computed. Subsequently,
the coefficient updates are constrained (which results in constraints on the gradients) and then the
DRlR filter coefficients are updated (equation 42). Finally, the BSS function demixes the input
signals in the frequency domain, transforms the output signals back to the time domain and stores
the last half (due to the overlap-save) of the output signals in an output buffer from where the ISR
'BspORxIrq' will send them to the line-out of the EVM board. It should be noted that, because of
the fact that the input signals are real, all signals transformed to the frequency domain by means
of the FFT are conjugate-symmetric. Therefore, all loops in the frequency domain can be halved
by exploiting this property (see source code in "main_bss.c"). More precisely, only N /2 + 1 instead
of N values are used (with the TI FFT routines, the first and the N /2 + 1 th transformed values
are unique and the last N /2 - 1 values can be deduced directly from the second through the N /2
th values).
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Figure 13: BJockdiagram of A-BLASS-TI.

5.3 Detailed description

In this section a more detailed description of the most important parts of the implementation
is given. First the type definitions made for the implementation are described. Secondly the
configuration of the Codec is described. After that the configuration of the McBSP is described.
Next, a section describing the initialisation of the interrupts is added followed by a section devoted
to the interrupt service routine that describes the functioning of the routine in cooperation with
the 'main' routine. The data memory requirements are discussed as well.

5.3.1 Type definitions

The objective of the BSS algorithm implementation is to implement the algorithm as generically
as possible. The system is meant for researchers who want to evaluate a new algorithm, in a real
time environment, in an efficient and quick way. Therefore, the system has to be simple to use
and very easy to program, since not every researcher has experience with a DSP system. The
implementation of the BSS algorithm and many other algorithms, requires a lot of complex- and
matrix computations. To obtain a generic implementation these computations are programmed in
separate software modules, which contain the routines for the different computations. To obtain a
neatly arranged structure for the matrix- and vector computations, new type definitions have been
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defined. Complex numbers are made with a type definition called 'TComplex', which is a structure
containing two positions (for the Real and Imaginary part). Furthermore, there are definitions
for a 2 by 2 matrix called 'TMatrix' and for a 2 by 1 vector called 'TVector', which both contain
complex numbers. So the type definition 'TMatrix' is two dimensional array, which contains a
structure 'TComplex' on each position. The type definition 'TVector' is a one dimensional array of
length two, which contains a structure 'TComplex' on each position. (see Appendix H: Source code
A-BLASS-TI). The software modules are making use of this structure and these type definitions to
create a well-organized program, which is easy to extend (only for the 2 by 2 case) and maintain.

5.3.2 Configuration of the Codec

The sample rate of the Codec is set via the Data Format Registers of the CODEC. A more
extensive description of the Codec can be found in [4].

5.3.3 Configuration of the McBSP

Data transfer to and from the CODEC is done via the Multichannel Buffered Serial Port (McBSP).
Each channel consists of a data receive register (DRR) and of a data transmit register (XDR),
which are memory mapped registers. The McBSP is an on-chip peripheral that can be serviced
by the DMA controller (For more information on the possibilities of the DMA controller see the
next section: " Suggestions for future improvements"). The McBSP consists of a data path and a
control path as shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14: Block diagram of the McBSP.

Data and control information is passed to the McBSP via 32-bit wide control registers, accessible
via the internal peripheral bus. Data is communicated to external devices (the Codec) via the
transmit (DX) pin and the data receive (DR) pin. Received data at the DR pin is first shifted
into the Receive Shift Register (RSR). This register is copied into the Receive Buffer Register
(RBR). Finally, the RBR is copied into the Data Receive Register (DRR). The processor or the
DMA controller can read the value of this register. The output operates according to a similar
mechanism; data transmitted is first copied into the Data Transmit Register (DXR). The value of
this register is shifted out to the DX pin through the Transmit Shift Register (XSR).
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The 'C6701 reads the received data from the Data Receive Register (DRR) and writes data to the
Data Transmit Register (DXR).
Figure 14 shows that the McBSP can generate two interrupts. When new data is received by the
McBSP, a receive interrupt to the CPU (RlNT) is generated. Or a transmit interrupt to the CPU
(XINT) is generated when data is transmitted by the McBSP.

The McBSP is configured via the Serial Port Control Register (SPCR), which is a 32-bit
register.

The McBSP has to generate an interrupt to the CPU when new data is received at the DRR.
Therefore, the RINT interrupt is used. RRDY indicates the state of the McBSP receiver. RRDY=1
indicates that the contents of the RBR register is copied into the DRR and that the data can be
read. At the moment the data is read, RRDY is cleared to zero. Let the RlNT interrupt be driven
by RRDY and the McBSP generates an interrupt every time the processor can read new data.
The output of data is synchronized with the input and therefore, occurs at the same moments.

5.3.4 Initialization of the Interrupts

The 'C6701 peripheral set has 16 interrupt sources. The CPU has 12 interrupts available for use.
The INTSEL fields in the interrupt multiplexer registers allows the interrupt sources to map onto
the particular CPU interrupts.

The interrupts are initialized in the InitInterrupts subroutine, which is called from the 'main'
routine of the program. Only two CPU interrupts are used, namely interrupts 1 and 4. The RlNTO
interrupt of the MsBSP (explained in section5.3.3: "Configuration of the McBSP") is mapped on
interrupt 4. Interrupt 0 is used for data exchange between user and program via the GUI (see
section 5.5: "Graphical User Interface"). First, all the interrupts are turned on globally. The
processor has a default interrupt mapping and therefore, interrupts that are not configured by the
program, has to be turned off.

5.3.5 Interrupt Service Routine

The ISR handles the block processing structure in close cooperation with the 'main' function.
'Buffer' is a circular input buffer that has a length of 3B, where B denotes the number of new
samples in each data vector. With a fixed overlap of 50% the length of the FFT becomes 2B.
It is logical to choose a length 3B input buffer because when 2 blocks of length B samples are
being processed by the algorithm (see the Overlap-save method), the new input samples are placed
in the third block of length B. The advantage of this method is that copying of samples is not
required.

The ISR services the two channels simultaneously and the Codec samples the two inputs
simultaneously. The result of the conversion is passed in a register called 'DAT..RX..REG' via a
single 32-bit integer number to the ISR. The 16 highest bits correspond to the sample value of the
left channel whereas the 16 lowest bits correspond to the right channel. The ISR places the input
samples in a buffer called 'Buffer' at the right position according to the variable 'BufferIndex'. A
flowchart of the ISR is depicted in figure 15.

The output data, calculated by the algorithm, is placed in three separate buffers, 'OutBufl',
'OutBuf2' and 'OutBuf3', each of length B. The functionality is the same as previously described
for the input. The overlap save method results in B new output samples for each iteration of the
algorithm. These samples are placed in the output buffer according to the value of the variable
'ProcOutBufs'. The ISR works closely with the 'loop' in the main function. Therefore, the main
function is depicted in figure 16. Both the AID converter and the DIA converter convert a sample
at the same sample moment. The ISR assigns an output sample to the register 'DAT5X..REG'
coming from one of the output buffers according to the variables 'ProcOutBufs' and 'OutBufIndex'.
The ISR updates two variables (BufferIndex and ProcBufs). According to 'ProcBufs', the main
loop can determine which two parts of 'Buffer' has to be passed to the BSS subroutine. The 'BSS'
subroutine calls 'Buffer' by reference so again no unnecessary copying of data occurs.
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DAT_TX_REG" OulBuf3[OutBuflndcx]

ProcOutBufs =1

PrlXOutBufs -2

ProcOulBufs =3
Buffcclndc.x 0::0()

Proc&fs=2

PrlXBufs -I

ProcBufs '*3

DAT_TX_REO -= OutBuf2[OulBufindcc]

Figure 15: Flowchart of the Interrupt Service Routine.
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Figure 16: Flowchart of the main-loop.
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/' Reset & Interrupt vectors '/
1* Intended for initialization '/
/' SBSRAM '/
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5.3.6 Data memory requirements

When making an approximation of the feasibility of an algorithm on a DSP, the complexity calcu
lation (see Appendix C: "Complexity calculation for the BSS algorithm") but also the computation
for the data requirements, is of great importance. When the data requirements for an implemen
tation exceed the amount of data memory available in the processor the implementation is not
feasible.

The internal and external memory of the processor can be divided into memory spaces, which
allows a part of the memory to be named. This is done with the 'linker command file', in case of
the BSS project: main128.cmd is given in figure 17.

/'
Linker command file for PG C6x
'/
_HWl_Caclle_Control = 0;
_RTDX_intelTupt_mask = -oxOOOO00008; I*int used by RTDX '/
/' for MEMORY MAP = 1'/
MEMORY
{

VECS: 0=OOOOOOOOb 1= 00400b
PN EM: 0 =00000400b I= OFCOOb
SBSD: 0 =00400000b I= 3FFFFb
BMEM_0: 0= 80000000b I= 07FFFb
BMEM_l: 0=80008000b 1=07FFFb
RESERV: 0= 8001 OOOOb 1= OFOOOb /' Resl of 64Kmem reserved '/
REGS: 0 =80300000b 1= OFFFFFb /' Regs to VME reserved area!!! '/
SDRAMO_DATA_MEM (RW): 0 =Ox02000000 I=Ox00400000
SDRAMl_DATA_MEM (RW): 0 = Ox03000000 I=Ox00400000

I
SECTIONS
{

.intvecs > VECS

.text > PNEM /' Code section (program manory) '/

.!ables > BME.'vI 0

.data > BMEM) /' Variable section (data memory) '/

.stack > BMEM J /' Stack (data memory) '/

.bss > BMEM:J /' Data section (data memory) '/

.sysmem > BMEM)

.swilcb > BMEM_O

.pinit > BMEM_O /' Pre-main executed pointer table '/

.cinit > BMEM_O /' Initialised data table (copied tobss'/

.const > BMEM_O

.cio > BMEM_O
Jar > BMEM_l
.rtdx_data > BMEM_O
ext_mem_O > SDRAMO_DATA_MEM
ext_mem) > SDRAMI_DATA_MEM
ext mem 3 > SBSD
int=mem) > BMEM_0 •ali8O(8)
int_mem_J > BMEM) •aJign(8)

Figure 17: linker Command File (main128.cmd)

The memory spaces are depicted beneath 'MEMORY'. Each variable of the program is assigned
to a particular section (in the linker command file under 'SECTIONS') depending on the status
of the variable. There are three sections where variables can be declared: .bss, .sysmem and .far.
It is also possible to assign a variable directly to a section with the '#DATASECT' pragma. This
gives the freedom to divide the memory optimally for a given implementation.

The .map file is an output file of the compiler and shows the memory usage. After calculating
the memory requirements for the BSS algorithm, the conclusion can be drawn that for a FFT
length of N = 1024, the internal memory of the processor was completely used. This can be seen
in the .map file of the project, which is shown in appendix D (figure 34). An overview of the
memory requirements is submitted in appendix D.
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The final implementation of the algorithm offers possibilities to extend the algorithm. This is
possible because, at a sample frequency of 8 kHz, approximately 60 percent of the processors'
computational capabilities are used. In the next table all the subroutines including the number of
cycles the subroutine uses and the number of times the routine is called, are listed.

Routine name Nr. of Times
cycles called

void UpdPMatRoutine(pTMatrix pRxUpd, pTMatrix pBSJlx); 322 N/2
void Stepsize(pTComplex pA, float *pSS); 216 N

void ComplexAdd(TComplex *A, TComplex *B, TComplex *Res); 15 4N
void ComplexConj(TComplex *A, TComplex *Res); 16 N

void ComplexMult(TComplex *A, TComplex *B, TComplex *Res); 44 6N
void MatrixHerm(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatHerm); 382 N

void MatrixInv(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatInv); 324 N
void MatrixMult(pTMatrix pMatOrgL,

pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat); 475 N
void MatrixMultElemWise(pTMatrix pMatOrgL,

pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat); 208 N
void ScaMatMult(pTMatrix pMatOrg,
float *pScalar, pTMatrix pDestMat); 96 N

void MatrixAdd(pTMatrix pMatOrgL,
pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat); 276 N

void VectorMult(pTVector pVecOrgL,
pTVector pVecOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat); 207 N

void initJft( float *w, short n); n/a 1
void twofft(float* fft1, float* fft2,

float* w, short* sqrtjndex, short n); 10253 0
void twoifft(float* fft1, float* fft2,

float* w, short* sqrUndex, short n); 7906 0
void divide(float* x, short n); 1200 4

void cfftr2_dit(float* x, float* w, short n); 4616 4
void icfftr2_dif(float* x, float* w, short n); 4561 4
void bitrev(float *xs, short *index, int n); 747 8

Table 5.1: Overview of the complexity of routines used.

For the last six routines in table 5.1, the number of cycles are measured for an FFT length
of M = 1024. All the values in the table can be compared with the initial complexity calculation,
made according to the Matlab code. The total computational complexity exceeds expectations
from previous calculations. Therefore, an implementation using a sample rate of 16 kHz is not
feasible. Instead of 16 kHz, 8 kHz is used as the sample rate of the Codec.
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5.5 Graphical User Interface

5.5.1 Introduction

As described in the previous chapters, the algorithm is still under development. Because of this
development, there is a need to control and test the performance of the algorithm. This can be
done with the user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI), described in this chapter. To set up
the communication between the GUI and the DSP system, the Real Time Data eXchange protocol
developed by Texas Instruments, is used. The GUI itself has been developed with Microsoft Visual
C++.

5.5.2 Communication

To communicate with the DSP Target application, the interface sends and receives commands
through two separate RTDX channels (see Figure 18). One channel is used for host-to-target
communication and one is used for target-to-host communication. The start of a communication
session is always initiated by the host application by sending a command to the target. The target
will continuously poll for incoming commands and responds with an acknowledgement to the host.

User Interface
(COM CUent)

Code Composer
(COM Server)

DSP Target
application

Figure 18: Communication channels.

5.5.3 The Graphical User Interface

In the GUI, as shown in Figure 19, three main elements are distinguished. In the upper-left corner
one can find a general block diagram of the algorithm. It is possible to select the output of the
DSP target system, i.e. the Mixture signal or select one of the output signals of the algorithm
(Channel 1 or Channel 2). The bottom part of the interface displays some status information.
The control sections of the interface are explained below:

Program Control
Start This button starts the algorithm
Pause This button halts the processing
Stop This button stops and re-initialise the algorithm

Controls
Reset This button sets the algorithm to its initial state
Adaptation With this checkbox one can turn the adaptation on or off

Sound Control
One can select a predefined sound and play or stop it by using the buttons. These predefined
sounds are real world mixtures, which are being used by a number of researchers working in the
field of blind signal separation. Except the sound named 'Peters', which is a self recorded audio
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file, all these files are available on the internet and often used as benchmarks. The table below
shows the references and the filenames of the sounds.

Reference Filenames (mono mixtures) Internet address
Chan P2Xl.wav, http:/ /www-sigproc.eng.cam.ac.uk

P2X2.wav /oldusers/dcbcl/research/separate.html
Lee rss rss-mA.wav, http:/ /www.cnl.salk.edu/ tewon/

rss-mB.wav
Lee rssd rssd-A.wav, http:/ /www.cnl.salk.edu/ tewon/

rssd-B.wav
Peters Ex2-sm-rwm-a.wav, not published

Ex2-sm-rwm-b.wav
Schobben xl-2x2.wav, http:/ /www.esp.ele.tue.nl

x2-2x2.wav /onderzoek/daniels/BSS.html

Table 5.2: Internet Addresses.

The original mono audio files from internet were changed into stereo audio files to be able to
use them with the DSP system.

Figure 19: The Graphical User Interface.

Before starting this GUI, Code Composer Studio has to run at the background with the target
application running on the DSP system. Afterwards, the interface can be used as explained
above. When closing the interface, the target application will be initiated to stop by the host.
The necessary steps to run a demo, can be found in appendix E: "Running the Demo". The
C-code for the implementation of the GUI, can be found in appendix I: "Source code GUI".
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6 Experimental Results

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the experiments that are performed for the evaluation of A-BLASS-TI are described.
First, simulations are done using simulated room acoustics. Therefore, the acoustics of the audio
laboratory described in this section are approximated with the help of a Matlab program. Secondly,
real-time experiments are performed by means of a setup in the audio laboratory. The algorithm
performance is evaluated using different source signals. Besides benchmarks of mixtures (speech
speech and speech-music), mixtures of speech with a white noise source have been used. The
mixtures are made using both simulated room acoustics and the real acoustics of the room.

In order to test our algorithm in different environments, an experimental setup is made in the
audio laboratory. The audio laboratory is a room with dimensions 4.8m by 4.8m by 2.8m (length
by width by height). The acoustical behavior of the room can be changed by the use of wall
panels with different reflection properties and the use of curtains in front of the windows. Two
omni-directional microphones are used, which are placed at a distance of d=10cm from each other.
The distance between the loudspeakers and the microphones is chosen to be 60cm. The distance
between the loudspeakers is 50cm. In this setup multiple recordings are made with a sample
frequency of 44.1 kHz. In Matlab these recordings are down-sampled to 8 kHz using an anti
aliasing filter. Additionally, the corresponding DRlRs are measured using the system described in
[9]. With both mixtures and the corresponding mixing system (DRlRs) available, the algorithm
can also be evaluated using real world recordings instead of using the experimental setup. However,
when making recordings it turned out to be important to keep the amplification level of the two
microphones constant, or at least to adjust them equally (the amplification level must be changed
because the system to make the recordings requires a different input level than the system which
measures the DRlRs). A small gain difference can deteriorate the fixed separation excessively.
This can also be seen when a different gain is added to each microphone signal (e.g. in equation
23).

6.2 Definition of the Signal to Interference Ratio and the Quality-factor

Experiments are performed in order to evaluate our blind source separation system (A-BLASS
TI). The evaluation is done according to the Signal to Noise Ratio (47, 48), the Quality-factor
(49, 50) and the decrease in cost function.

The Signal to Interference Ratio for microphone i is defined as:

iij, i,j=1,2 (47)

which is the total power coming from the direct channels divided by the total signal power of
the cross channel at microphone i. The Signal to Interference Ratio for output i of the system is
defined as:

SIR
out

• = Ew ISi(W)12{IDii~2 'IHii !2 + IHji(wW 'IDijl~}
Ew Ei;ej ISj(w)12{IDij I2 ·IHjj12 + IHij (w)12 . IDii 12}

i i j, i,j = 1,2 (48)

which is the signal power at output i coming from source i divided by the signal power at output
i coming from source j. Of course this SIR can only be calculated when the original source signals
and room impulse responses are known, for example in a simulation environment. The Signal to
Interference Ratio is only meant to give information about SIR improvements after adaptation
and is obviously not used during the adaptation phase of the algorithm. Spectral weighting of the
spectrum is not considered.

The SIR, defined according to equation 47 and 48 depends on the power of the original source
signals. Omitting the power of the source signals in equations 47 and 48 results in an expression
49 and 50 which does not depend on the power of the source signals.
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(49)

(50)

This measure is called the system Quality-factor. For microphone signal i, this results in
equation 49.

Q. _ L:w IHii(WW
on, - L:w IHij (w)12

which is a measure for the mixing model complexity.
This measure is defined as the ratio between the transfer of signal coming from the direct-path,

with respect to the transfer of signal coming from the cross-path. This definition is independent
of the power of the source signals. When the microphone picks up more power coming from the
cross-path, the mixing model is said to be more complex.

For output i of the system, equation 50 is a measure of the unmixing model quality.

Qout. = 2:w Ibii~2 . IHii l2 + IHji(WW 'Ibijl~
• L:w L:i#j IDij l2 ·IHjjI2 + IHij (w)12 ·IDii /2

This measure is a definition of the system quality and not of the separation achieved with
the system. Nevertheless, this can also be a useful definition during the development of new
algorithms.

Because performance information during the adaptation phase of the algorithm is also wanted,
another performance measure is defined. This measure is the 'decrease in cost-funct~on', which is
introduced in section 6.6: "Experimental results for unknown sources" .

6.3 Simulated room acoustics

In this section the algorithm performance is evaluated using mixtures, which are obtained by using
a simulated mixing model. The audio laboratory acoustics, of the setup described in section 6.1,
are simulated using a Matlab program. By means of this program it is possible to calculate a
single RlR between two points in a simulated room. The input data for the program are the room
dimensions, the averaged reflection coefficients of each surface and the source and sensor locations.
The four room impulse responses of the mixing model are obtained with this Matlab program.

The original sources are known, because the mixtures are made with the help of the simulated
mixing model. Therefore the SIR and the Quality-factor can be used to evaluate the algorithm
performance.

The averaged reflection coefficients are:

• ceiling, plaster-board: 0.96

• floor, carpet: 0.63

• wall, curtains: 0.28

• wall with glass: averaged 0.91

• wall with panels: averaged 0.65

These averaged reflection coefficients are calculated using the method described in section 2.2:
"Room Acoustics". The reflection coefficients of the materials, used to calculated the average of
each surface, are given in Appendix F: "Reflection coefficients". The location of the sources and
microphones are shown in figure 20.

Every impulse response between two sources and two microphones can be calculated. This results
in four different impulse responses, representing the simulated mixing model of the room. Subse
quently, the two sources can be mixed using Matlab and a mixing model using the four impulse
responses.

The SIR result for output 1 of the algorithm (see equations 47 and 48) shows a SIR improvement
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Figure 20: Source and microphone locations in the room.

of approximately 25 to 30 dB, see figure 21. This figure also shows the SIR improvement during
the adaptation phase (SfRout - Sf~n). The SIR improvement of output 2 shows a similar curve.

The Quality-factor improvement of output 1 is approximately 27 dB (Qout - Qin)' This can
be seen in figure 22.

The initial value of the Quality-factor improvement is, due to the definition (Qout - Qin), 0
dB. Moreover, the final value of the improvement is the value of Qin' When the value of the
Quality-factor reaches the final value, complete separation is achieved (this holds also for the SIR
improvement however, the SfRin is of course not constant). For example, Qin of output 1 is
approximately 32 dB. Note, that the curve of this figure is smooth because the Quality-factor is
independent of the powers of the source signals. Figure 23 shows the Quality-factor for output 2
of the algorithm. Listening to the algorithm outputs reveals a very satisfying audible separation
of the two sources. It should be mentioned, that for real world mixtures the SIR improvement
and the Quality-factor are in general worse.

'0 -~

00:-----:570 -----:'-=-=00-----:'-=-=50,-------:20:-:'-0,---------::-:250

AlgarillrTl ileratians

Figure 21: SIR improvement for mixture made with simulated room acoustics.
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Figure 22: SIR improvement for mixture made with simulated room acoustics.
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Figure 23: SIR improvement for mixture made with simulated room acoustics.

The algorithm results are depicted in figure 24. This figure shows the input files, the two mixtures
and the separated algorithm outputs plotted as a function of time. From the output files (two
pictures at the bottom), it can be seen that the shape of the original source files (two pictures on
top) is recovered. The two pictures in the middle shows the mixtures (microphone signals) which
are of course almost the same.
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Figure 24: Input, mixtures and output way-files plotted.
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6.4 Simulations using real world mixtures

In order to compare the results obtained using the simulated room acoustics with real world mix
tures, recordings are made in the audio laboratory. The recordings are made in the same setup
as described in section 6.3: "Simulated room acoustics". Calculation of the Signal to Interference
Ratio using the RWM recordings as input signals, shows an improvement of approximately 25 dB
(see figure 25). The Quality-factor improvement for this RWM case also shows an improvement
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Figure 25: SIR improvement for real world mixtures.

of approximately 25 dB. This Quality-factor improvement is also obtained from experiments de
scribed in section 6.6: "Experimental results for unknown sources". The figures of output 2 are
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Figure 26: SIR improvement for real world mixtures.

omitted because they show a similar curve. The separation results of this experiment are plotted
in figure 27. It can be seen that the original sources are recovered from the mixtures. However, the
shape of the recovered signals is not as clear compared to the results obtained with the simulated
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RlRs (see figure 24). This is caused by the difference between the simulated RIRs in the mixing
model and the actual RlRs of the room.
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Figure 27: Input, mixtures and output way-files plotted for real world mixtures.
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6.5 Simulation using speech and noise

It is possible to separate a desired signal from a mixture of this signal and a physical noise source
[11] by means of a BSS algorithm. However, a BSS algorithm is not able to separate the desired
source from background noise when the background noise is produced by multiple sources, for
example at a cocktail party. The background noise is called a diffuse noise field, when it is
produced by multiple sources.

However it is interesting to know A-BLASS-TI performance when a desired source signal
(speech) and a noise source signal are mixed. A-BLASS-TI is therefore tested using a white noise
source and a speech signal as source signals. Mixtures are made with the help of the simulated
RIRs. Listening to the mixtures reveals an audible speech signal, however the speech signal is
strongly mixed with the noise. At A-BLASS-TI output the noise is strongly suppressed and the
audibility of the desired signal is improved. The various signals are plotted in figure 30.
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Figure 28: SIR improvement for real world mixtures.
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Figure 29: SIR improvement for real world mixtures.

From this figure it can be seen that the shapes of the original source signals are recovered
however, the outputs are switched.
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6.6 Experimental results for unknown sources

Experiments are performed in order to evaluate A-BLASS-TI in an environment where the original
sources are unknown. Among the input signals used to test A-BLASS-TI performance are bench
marks of real world mixtures, recorded by Te-Won Lee, which are being used by many researchers
working in the field of blind signal separation. Two speakers have been recorded speaking simul
taneously. Speaker 1 counts the digits from one to ten in English and speaker 2 counts at the
same time the digits in Spanish. The recordings are made in a normal office room using a sample
frequency of 16 kHz. The distance between the speakers and the microphones is about 60cm in a
square ordering. Benchmarks from Schobben and Chan have also been used to evaluate the algo
rithm. The conditions under which these recordings are made can be found at the corresponding
internet sites (see Table 5.1). A-BLASS-TI performs very well using these benchmarks as input
mixtures. Informal listening tests show a very good achieved separation of the source signals.

It must be taken into account that it is more difficult to separate a desired source from back
ground noise when listening to a recorded mixture, than in a real world situation. A human in
a noisy environment is more able to focus on a specific source, e.g. the direction of arrival of
the desired source is estimated by the difference of perception for both ears. Moreover, a human
perceives body language of the specific person they want to listen to such as a mouth articulating.
In a real world case all these factors help to improve the intelligibility of a desired source.

Besides listening to the unmixed outputs, it is desirable to define A-BLASS-TI performance
during adaptation in a formal way. The definition of the SIR is not usable because that definition
requires known sources. To define another performance measure is not straightforward because it
is a 'blind' system and therefore a reference signal is not available. The cost function J, defined
in (equation 40) is used as a performance measure. This cost function is related to the cross
correlation between the outputs and therefore a measure for the performance of the blind signal
separation algorithm.
In Figure 31 the cost function (10 . logJ) is plotted as a function of time (the values of the cost-
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Figure 31: Decrease in cost function as a function of time for RWM.

function for each frequency bin are averaged for each iteration of the algorithm). This is done
for three benchmarks. All the results are computed with A-BLASS-TI using a FIR filter of 512
coefficients.
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It can be seen that the algorithm decreases the cost function with approximately 25 dB. The
peaks occurring in the figures, are due to the non-stationarity of the input signals. The initial
value of the cost function is normalized to 0 dB. The reason for doing this is that the initial
value of the cost function depends on the signal power of the input wav-files and the complexity
of the mixtures. By doing this, a straightforward comparison can be made between the different
input mixtures that are used. It can be seen that the cost function has decreased 20 dB after
approximately 3 seconds, which is an impressive reduction of the interference level. The conclusion
can be drawn that the algorithm is not able to track the fast changes in the acoustical transfer
functions.
The perceptual separation is also a very important measure for signal separation. From informal
listening tests it can also be concluded that the intelligibility of the desired source is improved,
due to the fact that the unwanted source is suppressed to a great extent. This holds for various
kinds of real world mixtures found on the internet. The decrease in cost function for these input
files is plotted in Figure 32.

Listening tests reveal that it is still difficult to enhance a speech signal from a mixture of music

10 20 30 40
tinsec.

50 60 70

Figure 32: Decrease in cost function as a function of time for difficult RWM.

and speech, although Figure 32 shows a 20 dB decrease in the cost function. This is probably due
to the fact that the experimental setup in the audio laboratory produces rather complex acoustical
mixtures. The algorithm also assumes that the input signals are temporary stationary for a certain
time. Speech signals can be seen as temporarily stationary for approximately 20 ms. However, for
music signals that time is much shorter, which can be an explanation for the fact that the results
with a speech-music mixture are not as satisfying compared to the results with the speech-speech
mixtures.

The difference in separation results obtained with easy and difficult mixtures can be explained
according to the Central Limit theorem. The Central Limit theorem states that the sum of
an infinite amount of independent sources will have a gaussian distribution, regardless of the
distributions of the independent sources. The distribution of a clean speech signal is more peaked
than gaussian. However, a speech signal recorded with a microphone over a certain distance, does
appear to be more gaussian than the original speech signal. In an echoic environment not only
the original speech signal arrives at the microphone, but also delayed and convolved versions of
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it, due to the reflections. All these signals will sum at the microphone and therefore produce a
more gaussian signal. It is obvious that the more difficult the mixing model (there exist a lot
of reflections), the more gaussian the microphone signal will be. The BSS algorithm decorrelates
the output signals, which is equal to make them less gaussian. Therefore, it is more difficult to
separate a difficult mixture (due to reflections) than a mixture made in a room with almost no
reverberation.
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7 Future work and research

This section describes some suggestions for future research making use of A-BLASS-TI. The sug
gestions are divided into two parts: improvements regarding the algorithm itself and suggestions
regarding the implementation of the algorithm.

7.1 Algorithm improvements

In this section four suggestions are made in order to improve the BSS algorithm further. They
are: taking into account the sensor noise, direct estimation of the Inverse model, estimation of the
delay in the DRlR and the use of an additional delay.

7.1.1 Sensor noise

Sensor noise is not taken into account in the computation of the unmixing filters. However, sensor
noise (and other noise sources) could be very disturbing when performing signal separation. They
can be seen as a third source. With more sources than microphones, the system becomes under
determined and separation of the wanted sources becomes very difficult. When sensor noise is
taken into account equation 13 can be rewritten:

~(t) = M * ~(t) + ft(t) (51)

where 0(t) represents the additional sensor noise. The estimation of the power matrix R., must
be divided into separate parts for the source power and for the noise power.

R.,= (DSSHD H) + (00H)

with R s = (SSH) and R n = (00 H)

(52)

Due to the independence assumption R s and Rn are diagonal matrices. These matrices must
be estimated using extra gradients. This leads to a more complicated algorithm, see [8].

7.1.2 Direct estimation of the Inverse Model

In inverse modeling the inverse model of the mixing model is directly estimated, rather than first
estimate the mixing model and inverting that model to obtain the inverse model. The advantage
of inverse modeling is that no direct inversion of impulse responses occurs.

Inverting an RIR of a normal office room results in a non-stable system, because the RIR is
often a mixed-phase system. By taking the gradient with respect to the inverse filters, there is no
need for directly inverting of a mixed-phase system.

The cost-function of the adaptive algorithm is given in equation 40. By minimizing this cost
function the cross-correlation between the outputs of the algorithm is minimized. In section 3.5:
"Adaptive Algorithm" the cost-function is minimized by taking the derivative of the function with
respect to an element of the estimated mixing matrix Dij . For i,i = 1,2, the update results in
a new mixing matrix D. Inverting this matrix, which contains the two DRIRs (see equation 53),
results in the unmixing matrix. This matrix contains the two DRIRs and each element of the
matrix is multiplied by a factor (see equation 22). Therefore, the unmixing matrix contains four
unmixing filters. In frequency domain, the factor performs the actual inversion of a mixed-phase
system and therefore introduces an error. This error is audible as noise and distortion in the
outputs. Just omitting the factor results in an un-stable system.
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~ -1
By taking the derivative of the cost-function with respect to the unmixing matrix D ij the

unmixing filters are directly estimated. This results in the following gradient:

(53)
The derivation of this gradient is given in appendix G: "Derivation of the gradients for Inverse

modeling". Using this gradient results in an unmixing matrix:

(54)

In frequency domain the mixing and unmixing process can be denoted as:

(55)(
• 1 ~j12(W)) • (Xl (W))

~I21 (w) 1 X 2(w)

with Yi(w) an estimate of Si(W) + Si(W) . ~Hji(W) . ~jij(W)
It can be seen that the inverse of the mixing matrix is approximated by the unmixing matrix

D-1 (see equation 55). This unmixing matrix is an approximation of the mixing matrix because
this matrix contain only two unmixing filters. The perfect unmixing matrix contain four filters
(see equation 22).

It can be seen that this unmixing matrix performs separation, but filters the outputs with an
extra impulse response. However, from first informal listening tests it can be concluded that this
does not affect the intelligibility of the separated outputs. Moreover, the distortion introduced
by the factor disappears because the direct inversion of a mixed-phase system is overcome. From
tests it can be concluded that this new algorithm has a far better performance. Figure 33 shows
the decrease in cost-function of a real world mixture (Chan) for both the two algorithms. It can
be seen that the new algorithm has an approximately 3dB better performance.

7.1.3 Using an additional delay

This section describes a method to improve the demixing of the BSS structure. From section
3.2.1: "The Difference Room Impulse Response" it can be seen that a normal RIR is a mixed
phase system. Such a system can not be inverted exactly using a stable, causal inverse filter. It is
known that the inverse of a mixed-phase impulse response is stable when a two-sided inverse filter
is allowed. However, the anti-causal part of the two-sided impulse response can be implemented
using an additional delay [20] and [3]:

(56)

where h[n] is a causal impulse response, o[n - dJ denotes a unit pulse at time d and h-1 [n]d denotes
the inverse of h[n] delayed over d samples. Thereby, making d samples of the anti-causal part of
the impulse response causal. The algorithm output is, due to the additional delay, also delayed
by the same amount of samples.

7.1.4 Estimation of the delay in the DRIR

In this section the delay incorporated in the DRIR is considered. The delay (the first part of the
DRIR) must be modeled as accurately as possible to achieve satisfying source separation. This
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Figure 33: Decrease in cost function as a function of time for RWM (both algorithms).

delay is relatively small, due to the speed of sound through air and the distance between the
sources and the microphones.

The speed of sound is for an ambient temperature of 20 degrees is approximately: C=344
m/sec.

For example, an experimental setup where the distance from the source to the microphone
is 1m, the delay is approximately 2.9 ms. Taking sample frequency of 8 kHz, the delay (of the
room impulse response) becomes 23.2 samples, which is a fractional delay. Fractional delay means,
assuming uniform sampling, a delay that is a non-integer multiple of the sampling interval. With
normal uniform sampling the delay becomes 24 samples. However, the error is relatively small,
due to the ratio of the physical delay and the amount of samples representing it.

The BSS algorithm estimates the DRIRs in the acoustical environment, instead of estimating
RIRs.The difference impulse response must model the difference between the impulse responses
hll and h21 .

The delay modeled by the DRIR is a delay caused by the difference in length of the paths from
the source to the two microphones. In the setup described above this is approximately O.Scm.
Taking a sample frequency of 8 kHz into account, the delay equals approximately 0.12 sample.

It can be concluded that the sample frequency is too low to obtain an accurate modeling of
the delay, because the delay is rounded off to a sample moment. Increasing the sample frequency
is a way to improve the modeling of the delay.

Experiments must be done with the fixed system to verify this and research must be done
regarding the problem.

7.2 Implementation Improvements

In this section suggestions are done to improve the efficiency and the simplicity of the algorithm
implementation. The first improvement to read the input samples on DMA base instead of in
terrupt base. The second improvement consists of the use of more predefined routines for the
initialisation of, for example, the McBSP or the Codec.
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7.2.1 Reading input samples via DMA

A future improvement of the implementation could be to read the input samples on a DMA base
instead of on an interrupt base. A short description of the settings required for this method is
described in this subsection. The Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller is capable of trans
ferring a data-block between regions in the memory map without intervention by the CPU. This
allows data transport between internal memory, external memory, internal peripherals or external
devices to occur without making use of CPU resources. The source and destination address must
point to one of those four memory spaces. The location of the source and destination is computed
at the beginning of a block transfer.

To obtain an efficient communication between the CPU and the McBSP, the DMA controller
must be configured to perform synchronized data transfer. The DMA controller must write only
when the CODEC is able to accept new data and read only when the peripheral has new data
available.

The BSS algorithm samples the input signal and produces output samples continuously. There
fore, a continuous data flow between the CPU and the CODEC is present. It is necessary to
configure the DMA controller to automatically reprogram for subsequent transfers, due to the
continuous nature of the data flow.

Buffering of input and output samples is of high importance when the DMA controller is
programmed to run repetitively. There are two ways to implement these buffers effectively. The
first method is to use circular buffers. The use of circular buffers minimizes the memory usage
because new data overwrites old data. A disadvantage is that not all optimized routines know how
to deal with circular buffers. The second method uses a ping-pong buffering scheme. The DMA
controller uses two different buffers to store samples. Unfortunately, this doubles the amount of
memory consumed. It is known that only the CPU or the DMA controller can access a data
memory block but not both at the same time. By assigning each ping-pong buffer to another
data block there is no contention between the DMA controller and the CPU accessing memory.
This is necessary due to the fact that the DMA controller is writing and reading from memory
simultaneously with the CPU.

The adaptive program is then programmed such that the CPU processes a pair of I/O buffers
in one memory block, while the DMA controller moves data to and from another pair of I/O
buffers in another memory block (see section: Internal Data Memory).

7.2.2 Using predefined routines

For the initialisation of the McBSP and the Codec etc. low level programming instructions are
used to set each bit of the register responsible for the configuration separately. However, pre
defined software routines exists for the configuration. The configuration will be more conveniently
arranged an better to maintain, when using these software routines.
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8 Conclusions

In the Signal Processing Group Systems (SPS) at the Eindhoven University of Technology a lot
of study is done towards multichannel adaptive filtering applications. In order to evaluate new
algorithms, real time implementations of these algorithms are necessary. In this report the real
time implementation of a Blind Signal Separation algorithm is discussed. Blind Signal Separation
(BSS) deals with the problem to separate two or more independent sources from their observed
convolutive mixtures only. Thus both the original sources and the mixing paths are unknown.
The BSS algorithm is based on a Simplified Mixing Model. The algorithm models the difference
between two room impulse responses (RlR) from a source to two closely spaced microphones. This
difference is called the difference room impulse response (DRIR). In the SMM, two DRIRs need
to be approximated only instead of four RlRs. This reduces the computational complexity to a
great extent. Because of this reduction in the computational complexity the algorithm is feasible
in real time. Applications of BSS can be found in for example, audio teleconferencing systems,
hearing aids and noise cancelling.
The Adaptive Blind Signal Separation algorithm, which is proposed in [19], has been realized
on a Texas Instruments TMS320C6701 Digital Signal Processor. Code Composer Studio is used
as an implementation environment for the code, which is written in the C-Ianguage. With this
Blind Signal Separation system, one can separate two simultaneously occurring independent source
signals. The BSS system can be used to evaluate future extensions and improvements of the Blind
Signal Separation algorithm. It can also serve as a basis for the implementation of other algorithms
because the modules containing the routines can easily be extended.
Experiments are carried out using different source signals to evaluate the algorithm performance.
Besides mixtures of two speech signals, signals of speech mixed with music and speech mixed with
white noise are used. The mixtures of these signals are obtained in different ways. Benchmarks
of real world mixtures, which are used by many researchers working in the field of BSS, are used.
Moreover, mixtures obtained with a simulated mixing model, besides real world mixtures which
are recorded in the audio laboratory of the SPS group are used.
Experiments reveal that separation in a real time environment still is a challenging task, mainly
due to the continuously changing acoustics of the environment.

However, satisfactory results are obtained using the benchmarks of mixtures found on the in
ternet. Although these benchmarks are recorded in real time environments, they probably only
contain a limited amount of reverberation.

For the self-generated convolutive mixtures, recorded in the audio laboratory the sources are
known. Therefore, another performance measure is defined besides informal listening tests. They
are defined as the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) and the Quality-factor. The SIR and the
Quality-factor can only be used in an experimental environment where the sources are known.

The results obtained with mixtures containing two speech signals were very satisfactory, espe
cially with the benchmark mixtures and the mixtures made with simulated room acoustics. The
results of a mixture consisting of speech and noise were reasonable. However, the result obtained
with mixtures containing of speech and music was not as good as the results obtained with the
speech-music benchmarks. In order to solve these problems further research of the BSS algorithm
is necessary.

Besides the listening tests, the SIR and the quality-factor a more objective measure has also
been used to evaluate and compare the results of the different experiments. This measure is the
decrease in cost-function. The improvements measured with the decrease in cost function, the
Quality-factor and the SIR are comparable.
The main disadvantage of the algorithm is that the room impulse response needs to be inverted.
This room impulse response is most likely a mixed-phase system. When the inverse of a mixed
phase system is restricted to be causal, the resulting inverse impulse response is not an exact
representation but an approximation of the exact inverse impulse response. Using the approxi
mated impulse responses in the unmixing system, results in distorted algorithm outputs.
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Additional research has been done to calculate the inverse model (unmixing filters) directly,
rather than to first calculate the mixing filters and inverting them in order to obtain the unmixing
model.

It can be seen that the algorithm outputs are filtered versions of the original sources although
the sources are theoretically completely separated, when calculating the inverse model directly.
However, the disadvantage of inverting the mixed-phase system is overcome. Informal listening
tests reveal that the distortion, due to the direct inversion of the mixed-phase system, is disap
peared and the separation is improved audibly.

Besides inverse modeling, a suggestion for future research is to use an additional delay in the
DRIRs. The anti-causal part of the impulse response is made causal using this additional delay.
For more information see [19].

The algorithm is implemented in a user friendly way, which stimulates the use, maintenance
and development of the system. By means of an user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) this
system can be used to investigate and improve the Blind Signal Separation (BSS) algorithm and
additionally can serve as a basis for the implementation of other adaptive algorithms.
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A Efficient computation of the FFTs

This appendix discusses the theory used to efficiently compute the FFT of two real valued se
quences with length N, by combining the two real valued sequences into one 'complex' valued
sequence of N complex values. This complex valued signal is transformed to frequency domain
using a single length N FFT. In frequency domain the two separate frequency domain signals are
recovered.

Although the BSS structure applies block processing by the use of the overlap-save method,
these block notations are omitted in this appendix for simplicity reasons.

The Discrete Fourier Transform

The DFT is one of the most important tools in signal processing. The DFT of the N-point time
signal x is defined by:

N-l

Xl = L x[k]W~
k=O

where x[k] denotes the time signal x at time instance k.
and

W~ =e-j21TkI/N

and

(57)

(58)

(59)

that is the l-th value of the length N vector X N . X is the frequency domain representation of the
discrete time sequence 2:.
The Wt/ is called the twiddle factor. The above equation shows that the computational complexity
of the DFT rapidly increases, as the number of samples in the discrete time sequence x[n] increases.
To make the DFT feasible in real time Fast Fourier Transforms have been developed. The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is an efficient computation of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
The FFT algorithms operate with a divide and conquer approach, in which a DFT is divided into
successively smaller DFT's.

The development of FFT algorithms assumes an output sequence consisting of complex num
bers. This is because twiddle factors result in complex variables. Thus, FFT algorithms are
designed to perform complex multiplications and additions. However, the input sequence consists
of real numbers in a large number of real applications.

To use a complex FFT algorithm (FFT which assumes complex valued input signals) the
real valued input samples must be placed in a complex array with all imaginary parts set to
zero. Transforming this signal to frequency domain is not very efficient, both in the amount of
computations and storage required.

The FFT of two real valued signals

A method is described to performs the FFT of two N-point real-valued sequences using one N
point complex FFT. This method requires besides the FFT some additional computations. The
additional computations are for the packing and unpacking of the two real valued time domain
input signals.

The real and imaginary values are stored alternately in the complex array. Now put one real
valued signal Xl in the real parts of the complex array and the second real valued input signal X2

in the imaginary parts of the complex array:

2: =2:1 +j~ (60)

In the next paragraph it is shown that their individual transforms can be separated from the
result. This is called 'unpacking'.
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Efficient Forward Transform

Since the DFT operation is a linear operation the following equation holds:

X=X1+jX2 (61)

Now it can be derived that the individual signals can be separated from the transform.
Signal ~l is the real part of ~ and can be expressed as:

x +x·
~l =- 2- (62)

Signal ~2 is the imaginary part of signal ~ and can be expressed as:

x-x·
~2 = - 2j-

The Discrete Fourier Transform can now be expressed in terms of ~l[n] and ~2[n] as:

1
Xt'[k] =:TN~t'[n] = 2" {:TN~N[n] +:TN(~N[nJ)"}

Kf[k] = :TN~f[n] = ;j {:TN~N[n] _:TN (~N[nJ)"}

The DFT of real valued sequences has the following property of symmetry:

X[n] = X·[N - n]

(63)

(64)

(65)

The modulus of the real parts of the Fourier transform of a real values signal are symmetric
functions around the middle of the spectrum and the imaginary parts are anti-symmetrical.

Substitution of equation 65 in equation 64 results in:

Xt'[k] = :TN~t'[n] = ~{X[k] + (XN[N - kJ)"}

Xf[k] =:TN~f[n] = 2
1
j {X[k] - (XN[N - k])·}

(66)

Equation 66 represents the unpacking, the separation of the individual spectra out of the complex
transformation. As can be seen, little extra computations are needed to separate the individual
transforms.

For a purely imaginary set of data the following opposite property holds:

X[n] = -(X·[N - n]) (67)

(68)

Exploiting this property and the symmetry property for real values signals some additional
computational savings could be made.

In equation (66) X1[k] and X 2 [k] are complex valued signals.
Since X1[k] and &[k] are complex valued signals equation (66) can be rewritten as follows:

R{Xt'[k]} = ~(R{XN[k]} + R{XN[N - k]})

I{Xt'[k]} = ~(I{XN[k]} - I{XN[N - k]})

R{Kf[k]} = ~(I{XN[k]} + I{XN[N - k]})

I{Kf[k]} = ~1 (R{XN[k]} - R{XN[N - k]})

for k = 0,1, ... , N - 1
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Efficient Inverse Transform

Like the forward transform the inverse transform of the complex valued signals Xi"[k] and X£"[k]
is found using a single complex valued Fourier transform. The two complex signals have to be
packed as stated in equation 61. Because the DFT operation is linear, taking the Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform results in ~N[n]. The extra computations to obtain the individual signals ~f[n]

and ~f[n] are even simpler than for the forward transform. The individual signals in frequency
domain are known. An expression for XN~k] in terms of Xi"[k] and X£"[k] must be found.

Knowing that the frequency spectra Xl '[k] and g[k] are complex valued spectra, formula 61
can be rewritten:

XN[k] = Xi"[k] + jX£"[k]

=R{Xi"[k]} + jI{Xi"[k]} + j(R{X£"[k]} + jI{g[k]})

=(R{Xi"[k]) - I{X£"[k]}) + jI{(Xi"[k]} + R{X£"[k]})

Now it is shown that the additional computations for packing these two signals are:

R{XN[k]} =R{Xi"[k]} - I{X£"[k]}

I{XN[k]} = I{Xi"[k]} - R{X£"[k]}

(69)

(70)

for k =0, 1, ... , N - 1
The IFFT of this packed signal results in an x[n] as in formula 60. Now ~f[n] and ~f[n] are the
individual transforms in time domain.

Complexity considerations

In [12] it is shown that the DFT of a N-point signal takes N 2 complex multiplications and N2 - N
complex additions. It is also known that a Radix-2 DIT (Decimation in Time) FFT consists of
(N/2)lo92N complex multiplications and Nlo92N complex additions. The total number of real
multiplications and real additions is taken as a measure for the computational complexity. A
complex multiplication consists of four real multiplications and two real additions. A complex
addition consists of two real additions. The complexity for a DIT FFT then becomes

\}i F FTN = \}i rea/mult + \}i rea/add

=5N(1092N )
(71)

When the implementation is optimized for real input signals extra savings could be made, when
transforming a single real input with an FFT algorithm, because the imaginary input parts are
zero. This is not taken into consideration for the complexity calculation because it depends on
the implementation of the FFT.
The complexity for the calculation of the two combined signals becomes

\}i twoFFTN = \}i F FT + \}i pack + \}i unpack

=5N(lo92N) + 4N + 2N
(72)

This is a great reduction in computational complexity. Until now no efficient implementation for a
real FFT is found. Taking into consideration that a highly efficient implementation for a complex
FFT is found this method is the fastest implementation.
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B Derivation of the Gradients

In this appendix the derivation of the gradient of the cost-function J with respect to the mixing
matrix D is given. The cost function J can be rewritten (for simplicity reasons is the frequency
index w omitted):

J =L !((y. yH)1'q)1 2 =L I((D-1 . X . X H . D-H )1'q)1 2

1'#q 1'#q

=L !((D-
1

. R x ' D-H)1'qW
1'#q

=L(D-1
. R x ' D-H)1'q' (D-1

. R x ' D-H);q
1'#q

""' T • -1 • -H T' -1 • -H *= L.J f.1' D . R x . D f.q f.1' (D . R x . D ) f.q
1'#q

=L tr{E1'qD -1 . R x . D-HE1'q(D -1 . R x . D-H )*}
1'#q

The derivative of the cost function J is derived as follows:
• -1

OJ ""' D . -H • -1 • -H
8D .. =L.Jtr{E1'q8D .. ·Rx·D E1'q(D ·Rx·D )*

oJ 1'#q oJ

• -1 • -H • -1 * * (D-If
+E1'qD . R x . D E1'q(D ) . R x ' 8D

ij
}

= Ltr{E1'q (-D- 1EijD- 1
). R x ' D-

H
E1'q (D-

I
. R x(D-

1
)H)*

1'#q

+E1'q(D-l)RxD-H. E1'q . (D-l)*R;(_D-lfEq1'(D-lf)}

= Ltr{E1'q(-D-IEijRyE1'qR~
1'#q

* • -1 T
+E1'qRy ' E1'q . -RyEq1'(D ))}

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)

Use is made of the following properties:

8(D- 1)*---'-----'- =0
8D1'q

and
8D-1
__ = -D-1 .E ·D-1
8D1'q 1'q

and almost similar:
8D-T
-- = _D-T.E ·D-T
8D1'q 1'q

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)
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C Complexity of the BSS algorithm

In order to determine if a real time implementation of the algorithm is feasible on a system, a
calculation of the complexity is made. The decision is made to implement the algorithm using the
C-language. The reason for this decision is the limited amount of time to realize an implementation.
The advantage of the C-language is that it is ,easier to realize a quick implementation, however
the disadvantage is that the final program is not optimized (for a DSP system) in the sense of
computational speed and efficiency.

Complexity calculation

The estimation of the complexity is done by counting FLOPS (Floating Point Operations per
Second) according to the code of the algorithm, assuming that the total amount of floating point
operations is equal to the amount of CPU clock cycles of the processor. Some operations take
more than one clock cycle, however the processor has multiple functional units. Therefore more
instructions can be executed simultaneously. The estimated clock cycles for each part of the
algorithm are listed in table 1. The result show that the complexity for the adaptive part of the
algorithm is approximately 5 * 105 clock cycles to calculate a new weight vector (for N = 1024).
For the filter structure approximately 2 * 105 clock cycles are needed (computed for a FFT length
N = 1024). It can be seen that the computation of the new update vector is the most time
consuming part of the algorithm.
With a sample frequency of 16 kHz and a filter length of 512, this results in a new set of filter
updates must be calculated every 32 ms. The C40 DSP has a clock frequency of 60 MHz. Together
with the total of approximately 0.7* 106 clock cycles every 12 ms a new set of filter updates can be
calculated. So the algorithm seems feasible on a TIMEX system using efficient assembly language
for the implementation. However, the derived total amount of cycles must be multiplied by a
factor (± 4) to make them representative for an implementation using C-language, because of
the inefficiency of the C-language. This factor is determined from experiments. When taking the
inefficiency of the implementation (caused by the C-code) into account, a real time implementation
is not feasible. Therefore the decision was made to buy a new DSP system with a faster processor
to realize the implementation.
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Algorithm sections Complexity Nr. of calls Example %
during N=1024

1 iteration.
fit ((2N) + 23) * I092N + 6 2 41432 5.8

Upd. Power matr.
Vector multiplication
2*Scalar matrix mult

Matrix addition
total 125(N/2+1) 1 64125 9.0

Calculate the gradients
Matrix Inversion: 75

3*Matrix multiplication:3*100
total 375(N/2+1) 2 307800 43.3

Calculate the Stepsize
void Stepsize: 50(N/2+1) 2 51300 7.2

Calculate the Update
scalar complex mult.: 7
2*complex mult.: 2*12

complex add: 8
complex conjugate: 5

total 44(N/2+1) 2 45144 6.4
Constrain the update

2 FFTs
zero forcing: 4*(N-B)=2048

2IFFTs
total 1 84810 11.9

Update filter coefficients
2*complex add: 2*16

total 32(N/2+1) 1 16416 2.3
Demix Signals

Matrix Inversion: 75

I

Vector Matrix mult.: 40
total 115(N/2+1) 1 58995 8.3
ifit ((2N) + 16) * l092N + 25 2 41330 5.8

TOTAL 711352

Table 1 : Computational complexity
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D Memory requirements

This appendix shows the data requirements for the implementation of the BSS algorithm for
N = 1024 and B = 512. The processor calculated with the following lengths for a float and an
integer:

• float = 4 byte

• int = 4 byte

Narne of variable real or complex Size
int Buffer[3B] 6 kbyte

int OutBuf1[B] 2 kbyte
int OutBuf2[B] 2 kbyte
int OutBuf3[B] 2 kbyte

float FFTbufL[4B] 8k
float FFTbufR[4B] 8k
float Twiddles[2B] 4k

qrUndex[2B] 2k
TComplex h12[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k
TComplex h21[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k

TComplex CoefUpd12[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k
TComplex CoefUpd21[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k

TComplex ywl[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k
TComplex yw2[B] (complex values) 2B real values 4k

TVector xw[B] (complex values) 4B real values 8k
TMatrix Bs..Rx[B] (2x2)*B (complex values) 8B real values 16 k

RxUpd (2x2) complex values 32 byte
D(freqbin) (2x2) complex values 32 byte

Dinv(freqbin) (2x2) complex values . 32 byte
Dtr(freqbin) (2x2) complex values 32 byte

RxUpd (2x2) complex values 32 byte
Corr (2x2) complex values 32 byte

Pcorr12(2x2) complex values 32 byte
Pcorr21 (2x2) complex values 32 byte

Jph12 complex value 8 byte
Jph21 complex value 8 byte
Jpd12 complex value 8 byte
Jpd21 complex value 8 byte
Total ± 83 kbyte

Some extra memory is required for the storage of temporary variables. Bs..Rx[B] and SgrUndex[2B]
are placed in external memory. Approximately 64kbyte of internal memory is used with this divi
sion.

The .map file shows the memory usage of the project and is depicted in figure 34.
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TMS320C6x COFF Linker Version 4.00

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
»Linked Fri Apr 27 18: 13:432001

OUTPUT FILE NAME: <blain bss.out>
ENTRY POINT SYMBOL: '_c~intO(J' address: 0000a140

MEMORY CONFIGURATION

name origin length used attributes fill

VECS 00000000 000000400 00000400 RWIX
PNEM 00000400 OooOOfcOO 0000a240 RWIX
SBSD 00400000 00003ffff 00004820 RWIX
SDRAMO_D 02000000 000400000 00000000 RW
SDRAM1_D 03000000 000400000 00000000 RW
BMEM_O 80000000 000007fff 0000783c RWIX
BMEM_l 80008000 000007fff 000073fll RWIX
RESERV 800I0000 OOOOOfllOO 00000000 RWIX
REGS 80300000 OOOOfffff 00000000 RWIX

Figure 34: Memory usage.
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E Running the demo

This appendix is meant as a guideline for running the BSS demo using different input wave files.
The original mono audio files from the internet containing the mixtures were combined into stereo
audio files for use with the DSP system. The new stereo names for these files are listed in the
table below:

Reference Filenames (mono mixtures) Filename (stereo mixtures)
Chan P2Xl.wav,

P2X2.wav p2.1'ls.1'lt.rwm.way
Lee rss rss-mA.wav,

rss-mB.wav rSS.1'lS.1'lt.rwm.way
Lee rssd rssd-A.wav,

rssd-B.wav rssd.1'ls.1'lt.rwm.way
Peters Ex2-sm-rwm-a.wav,

Ex2-sm-rwm-b.way Ex2.1'lm.1'lt.rwm.wav
Schobben xl-2x2.wav,

x2-2x2.wav x-2x2.1'ls.1'lt.rwm.way

Before running the demo, the following connections must be made (see block diagram below):

• Make a connection between the line-out of the Sound-Card in your PC and the line-in of the
EVM-board, using a 3.5 mm stereo jack-plug on both ends.

• Connect two speakers to the output of the EVM-board.

PC-System

Figure 35: Connections to make to the EVM board for running the demo.

To start the demo use the following steps:

• (drive ):\ Demo

• Start Code Composer Studio

• Load "main_bss.out" into the DSP.

• Run the program.

• Start the application" Blasst.exe" .

• Select a sound file (the file will be played automatically) .

• Use the START button in the Program Control section to start the algorithm.

Using the speaker icons shown in the model (upper left corner), one can select an output
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F Reflection coefficients

This table contains a summary of the reflection coefficients used to calculate the reflections in the
test room.

Building material Reflection Coef. (a)
f=1000 Hz.

Brick wall, unpainted 0.96
Concrete wall, painted 0.93

Draperies, heavy 0.28
gypsum 0.96

glass 0.88
Carpets, with underpad 0.63
Sound absorbing panel 0.01

The averaged reflection coefficients shown in chapter 6: "Experimental results" are calculated with
equations 11 and 12.

The size of a wall is: 4.8m x 2.8m = 13.44 m 2 • On the wall are 5 sound absorbing panels.
Each panel measures: 65cm x 125cm = 0.81 m 2 • Therefore the averaged reflection coefficient of a
wall including the panels becomes:

(Owall - Opanel.)awall + Opanel.apanel. = (13.44 - 5 * 0.81) * 0.93 + (5 * 0.81) * 0.01 ~ 0.65
0total 13.44
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G Derivation of the gradients for Inverse modeling

In this appendix the derivation of the gradient of the cost-function J with respect to the unmixing
matrix D-1 is given. The cost function J can be rewritten (for simplicity reasons is the frequency
index w omitted):

J =L I((Y' y H)pq)1 2 =L I((D-I. X . X H ·0-H)pqW
p,#q p,#q

=L 1((D-
1

. R",· D-H
)pq)1 2

p,#q

=L(O-I. R",' O-H)pq. (0-1
. R",. O-H);q

p,#q

"'"" T " -I " -H T' -I "-H *= L... flp D . R", . D !lq flp (D . R", . D )!lq
p,#q

=L tr{EpqO-I . R", . D-H Epq(D -I . R", . D-H)*}
p,#q

The derivative of the cost function J is derived as follows:

• -I
JJ "'"" D " -H " -I " -H

-------=T = L... tr{Epq -------=T . R", . D Epq (D . R", . D )*
oD ij p#q oD ij

=L tr{EpqEijR",O-HEpqR~
p,#q

Use is made of the following properties:

and
oD-1

---EoD-1 - pqpq

and almost similar:
oD-T

---EoD-1 - qppq

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95)
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H Source code A-BLASS-TI

Appendix H-l: ffimn_bss

/********************.************** •••• ************************* ••• * ••• *** •• *******.*

* filename : mainbss.c *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*
*

*

email

date
copyright

*

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

•• ** ••• ** •• *.**** •••• ****.**** •• ********** ••••••• **.************.********************/

*
*

*

/*************************************************************************************

* Defined functions: *
* *
*
*

*

void main (void)
void BSS(int *p1, int *p2);
interrupt void BspORxIrq(void);
void BSS_reset(void);

*

*
*

******************."******************************************************************/

#include <Regdef.h>
#include <intr.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <rtdx.h>

#include "target.h"
#include "init_devices.h"
#include "typedefs.h"
#include "typedef.h"
#include "params.h"
#include "complex_calc.h"
#include "matrix_calc.h"
#include "bss_calc.h"
#include "fft.h"

#define FACTOR II' Needed when factor for matrix inverse is used

#pragma DATA_SECTION (Buffer, "int_mem_O");
#pragma DATA_SECTION (OutBufl, "int_mem_O") ;
#pragma DATA_SECTION(OutBuf2,"int_mem_0");
#pragma DATA_SECTION (OutBuf3 , "int_mem_O") ;
#pragma DATA_SECTION(FFTBufL,"int_mem_O");
#pragma DATA_SECTION(FFTBufR,"int_mem_O");
#pragma DATA_SECTION(twiddles,"int_mem_1");
#pragma DATA_SECTION(sqrt_index,"ext_mem_3");
#pragma DATA_SECTION (BS_Rx, "ext_mem_3");

void BSS(int *p1, int *p2);
interrupt void BspORxIrq(void);
void BSS_Reset(void);

volatile int ProcBufs=O;
volatile int ProcOutBufs=O;
volatile int BufferIndex=O;
volatile int OutBufIndex=O;
volatile int nrIt=l;
int Buffer[3*B];
int OutBufl [B] ;
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int OutBuf2 [B] ;
int OutBuf3 [B] ;
float FFTBufL[2*N);
float FFTBufR[2*N];
float twiddles[N);
short sqrt_index[N);
TComplex h12[N/2+1), h21[N/2+1);
TComplex CoefUpd12 [N/2+1) , CoefUpd21[N/2+1);
TMatrix BS_Rx[N/2+1];

float adaptation_status = 1;

RTDX_output_channel o_cmd_chan;
RTDX_input_channe1 i_cmd_chan;
enum { MIX , CHANNEL_1 , CHANNEL_2 } current_Output;

11'#define DEBUG_MODE

1*==================================================================================*1
void main (voidl
{

int i;

struct CMD_host rtdx_out;
struct CMD_target rtdx_in;
BOOL something_to_write = FALSE;
enum {RUNNING , STOP , HALT} status
int flag = 0;

II' FFT initialisation;
init_fft(twiddles, 2*Bl;
digitrev_index(sqrt_index, 2*B, 2);

for(i=O;i<B;i++)
{

OutBufl[i)=O;
OutBuf2[i)=0;
OutBuf3 [i) =0;

for(i=0;i<3*B;i++}
{

Buffer[il =0;

II' Initialise BSS
BSS_Reset();

RUNNING;

II' De-activate the codec off with CNTL - SPOSEL
DSPCNTLREG = DSPCNTLREG & -Ox4;

II' Reset start address intr. service table
evrn_default_emif_init();

II' Activate the codec
TurnCodecOn();

II' Initialise the audio codec
Ini tCodec ( ) ;

II' Map RINTO (MCBSPO receive intI on INT4
InitInterrupts();

II' Initialise the multi channel buffered serial port
InitMcbsp();

II' Init RTDX
TARGET_INITIALIZE();
RTDX_enab1eInput( &i_cmd_chan };



II' Empty channel
RTDX_readNB( &i_crnd_chan. &rtdx_in. sizeof(rtdx_in));

while(status != STOP)
{

if (flag == 0)
{

if (RTDX_readNB( &i_crnd_chan. &rtdx_in. sizeof(rtdx_in) )
{

flag = 1;

if (flag == 1)
{

if (RTDX_sizeofInput(&i_crnd_chan) sizeof(rtdx_in))
{

flag = 0;
if (rtdx_in.command CMD_LOGOUT)
{

status = STOP;

if (rtdx_in.command == CMD_STOP)
{

if (status == RUNNING)
{

volatile IntEnableRegUnion IntEnableReg;

II Enable interrupt 4 (RINTO)
IntEnableReg.Data=IER;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie4 = 0;
IER=IntEnableReg.Data;

status = HALT;

#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts( "Reset and halted!\n" );
#endif

rtdx_out.command = CMD_STOP;
rtdx_out.status = 1;
sornething_to_write = TRUE;

if (rtdx_in.command == CMD_START)
{

if (status == HALT)
{

volatile IntEnableRegUnion IntEnableReg;

II Enable interrupt 4 (RINTO)
IntEnableReg.Data=IER;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie4 = 1;
IER=IntEnableReg.Data;

status = RUNNING;
#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts ( "Program Running! \n" );
#endif

rtdx_out.command = CMD_START;
rtdx_out.status = 1;
sornething_to_write = TRUE;

87
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if (rtdx_in.command == CMD_PAUSE)
(

volatile IntEnableRegUnion IntEnableReg;

II Disable interrupt 4 (RINTO)
IntEnableReg.Data=IER;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie4 = 0;
IER=IntEnableReg.Data;

status = HALT;
#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts ( "Program Halted!\n" );
#endif
rtdx_out.command = CMD_PAUSE;
rtdx_out.status = 1;
something_to_write = TRUE;

if (rtdx_in.command == CMD_ADAPT)
{

if (rtdx_in.data == 0)
(

adaptation_status = 0;
#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts ( "Adaptation halted!\n" );
#endif
rtdx_out.command = CMD_ADAPT;
rtdx_out.status = 0;
something_to_write = TRUE;

}
else
(

adaptation_status = 1;
#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts ( "Adaptation running!\n" );
#endif
rtdx_out.command = CMD_ADAPT;
rtdx_out.status = 1;
something_to_write = TRUE;

if (rtdx_in.command
(

#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts( "Reset performed!\n" );
#endif
rtdx_out.command = CMD_RESET;
rtdx_out.status = 1;
something_to_write = TRUE;

if (rtdx_in.command == CMD_SELOUT)
{

i = (int) rtdx_in.data;
switch (il
{

case 1: Current_Output
case 2: Current_Output
case 3: Current_Output

CHANNEL_I; break;
CHANNEL_2; break;
MIX; break;

}
#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts( "Current output has been changed!\n" );
#endif
rtdx_out.command = CMD_SELOUT;
rtdx_out.status = i;
something_to_write = TRUE;
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if (something_to_write == TRUE)
(

if( RTDX_isOutputEnabled(&o_cmd_chan) != 0)
(

RTDX_write( &o_cmd_chan, &rtdx_out, sizeof(rtdx_out) );
something_to_write = FALSE;

}
}*I

if (status == RUNNING)
{

if (ProcBufs==l)
(

BSS(&Buffer[2*B],&Buffer[0]);
ProcBufs=O;

}
else if (ProcBufs==2)
(

BSS(&Buffer[O] ,&Buffer[B]);
ProcBufs=O;

}
else if (ProcBufs==3)
{

BSS(&Buffer[B] ,&Buffer[2*B]);
ProcBufs=O;

RTDX_disableOutput( &o_cmd_chan );
RTDX_disableOutput( &i_cmd_chan );

#ifdef DEBUG_MODE
puts ( 'Program Complete!\n' );
#endif

1*==================================================================================*1
void BSS(int *pl, int *p2)
{

int i, f, Data;
float MinusOne = -1, miu12 , miu21, iter;

TVector xw[N/2+l];
TMatrix RxUpd, D, Dinv, DinvTr, corr, corrtmp, RelCorrCoeffs, RelDinvCoeffs, Pcorr12.

Pcorr21;
TComplex Jpd12 , Jph12 , Jpd21 , Jph21;
TComplex tempmult1, tempmult2, tempadd;

II' Copy I unscramble input signals
forti = 0; i < N/2; i++)
{

Data = *(p1+i);
FFTBufL[2*ij = (Data » 16) I ConvFact;
FFTBufR[2*i] = «(Data « 16) » 16) I ConvFact;
FFTBufL[2*i+1j 0;
FFTBufR[2*i+1] 0;
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Data = *(p2+i);
FFTBufL[2*(i+B)]
FFTBufR[2*(i+B) ]
FFTBufL[2*(i+B)+1]
FFTBufR[2*(i+B)+1]

(Data » 16) I ConvFact;
(Data « 16) » 16) I ConvFact;

0;
= 0;

II' Transform input signals to frequency domain
cfftr2_dit(FFTBufL, twiddles, N);
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bitrev(FFTBufL, sqrt_index, N);

cfftr2_dit(FFTBufR, twiddles, N);
bitrev(FFTBufR, sqrt_index, N);

II' For each frequency bin, compute the gradients and coefficient updates
II' (only the first N/2+1 elements are required, the other ones can be
II' derived from that)
forti = 0; i <= N/2; i++)
{

xw[i] [O].Re
xw[i] (1] .Re

FFTBufL[2*i]; xw[i] [0] .Im = FFTBufL[2*i+1);
FFTBufR[2*i]; xw[il [1) .Im = FFTBufR[2*i+1);

II' Compute power matrix of microphone signals for each frequency bin
VectorMultHerrn(&xw[i),&xw[i], &RxUpd);

II' Initialize power matrix when the first block is processed
if (nrlt <= Ninit)
{

BS_Rx[i] [0] [0] .Re += RxUpd[Ol [0] .Re; BS_Rx[i) (0) [O].Im += RxUpd[O] [O].Im;
BS_Rx[i] [0] [1] .Re += RxUpd[O] [l).Re; BS_Rx(i] [0] [1] .Im += RxUpd[O) [l].Im;
BS_Rx(il [1] [O].Re += RxUpd[l) (0] .Re; BS_Rxli] [1] [OJ .Im += RxUpd[l] [0] .Im;
BS_Rx[i] [1] [l].Re += RxUpd[ll (l].Re; BS_Rx[i] [1] [l].Im += RxUpd[l] [1] .Im;

if (nrlt == Ninit)
{

iter = (float) Ninit;
BS_Rx [i) [0] [0] . Re 1= iter; BS_Rx [i] [0] [0] .Im 1= iter;
BS_Rx [i] [0] [1] .Re 1= iter; BS_Rx [i] [0] [ll .Im 1= iter;
BS_Rx[i] [1] (Ol.Re 1= iter; BS_Rx[i) [1] [0] .Im 1= iter;
BS_Rx[i] [ll [1] .Re 1= iter; BS_Rx[i] [1] [1] .Im 1= iter;

if (i == N/2)
nrlt++;

}

else
{

UpdPMatRoutine(&RxUpd,&BS_Rx[i)); II' Update power matrix

II' Set filter matrix D with the difference impulse responses at the off-diagonal
II' elements
D[O] [O].Re=l; D[O] [0] .Im=O; D(Ol [1] = h12[il;
D[l][O] = h21[il; D[l][l].Re=l; D[l][l].Im=O;

1; Dinv[O] (0] .Im = 0;
-h12 til .Re; Dinv[O] [1]. 1m
-h21[i] .Re; Dinv[l] (0] .Im
1; Dinv [ll [1] . 1m = 0;

#ifdef FACTOR
Matrixlnv(&D,&Dinv) ;

#else
Dinv[O] [0] .Re
Dinv[Ol [1] .Re
Dinv[l] [0] .Re
Dinv[l] [1] .Re

#endif

MatrixMult(&Dinv,&BS_Rx[i) ,&corrtmp);
MatrixHerrn(&Dinv, &DinvTr);
MatrixMult(&corrtmp, &DinvTr, &corr);

-h12[i) .Im;
-h21[il.lm;

II' Extract coefficients that are relevant for the sparse matrix multiplication
RelCorrCoeffs[O] [O]=corr[l] [0]; RelCorrCoeffs[O] [l]=corr[l] [1];
RelCorrCoeffs[l] [Ol=corr[l] [Ol; RelCorrCoeffs[l] [l]=corr[l] [1];
RelDinvCoeffs[Ol [Ol=Dinv[Ol [0]; RelDinvCoeffs[O] [l]=Dinv[O] (0];
RelDinvCoeffs[l] [O]=Dinv[l] [0]; RelDinvCoeffs[ll [l]=Dinv[ll [0];
MatrixMultElemWise(&RelDinvCoeffs,&RelCorrCoeffs,&Pcorr12);
ScaMatMult(&Pcorr12, &MinusOne, &Pcorr12);

II" Extract coefficients that are relevant for the sparse matrix multiplication
RelCorrCoeffs [0] [0) =corr [0] [0); RelCorrCoeffs [0] [1] =corr [0] [1] ;
RelCorrCoeffs[ll [O]=corr[O) [0]; RelCorrCoeffs[l] [l]=corr[O] [1];
RelDinvCoeffs[Ol [O]=Dinv[O] [1]; RelDinvCoeffs[O] [l)=Dinv[O] [1];
RelDinvCoeffs[l] [O]=Dinv[l] [1]; RelDinvCoeffs[l] [l]=Dinv[l] [1];



MatrixMultElemWise(&RelDinvCoeffs,&RelCorrCoeffs,&Pcorr21);
ScaMatMult(&Pcorr21, &MinusOne, &Pcorr21);

ComplexMult(&Pcorr12[1] [O],&corr[O] [1],&tempmult1);
ComplexMult(&corr[lj [0],&Pcorr12[0] [1],&tempmult2);
ComplexAdd(&tempmult1,&tempmult2,&Jpd12);
ComplexConj (&Jpd12,&Jph12);
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II' Determine adaptation stepsize
Stepsize(&Jph12, &rniu12);
CoefUpd12[i] .Re = -miu12 * Jph12.Re; CoefUpd12[i] .lm
ComplexMult (&Pcorr21 [lJ [0] ,&corr[O] [11,&tempmult1);
ComplexMult(&corr[ll [0] ,&Pcorr21[0] [1] ,&tempmult2);
Comp1exAdd(&tempmult1 , &tempmult2, &Jpd2l) ;
Comp1exConj (&Jpd21,&Jph21);

II' Determine adaptation stepsize
Stepsize(&Jph21, &miu21);
CoefUpd21[i] .Re = -miu21 * Jph21.Re; CoefUpd21[i] .lm

-rniu12 * Jph12.1m;

-miu21 * Jph21.1m;

II' Make the
FFTBufL[O]
FFTBufR[O]
FFTBufL[N]
FFTBufR[N]

gradients constrained
CoefUpd12[0] .Re; FFTBufL[ll = CoefUpd12[0] .lm;
CoefUpd21[0] .Re; FFTBufR[l] = CoefUpd21[0] .lm;
CoefUpd12[N/2J .Re; FFTBufL[N+1] CoefUpd12[N/2] .lm;
CoefUpd21[N/2].Re; FFTBufR[N+1] = CoefUpd21[N/2].lm;

for(i = 1 ; i < N/2 ; i++)
{

FFTBufL[2*i] = CoefUpd12[i] .Re; FFTBufL[2*i+1] = CoefUpd12[i] .lm;
FFTBufR[2*iJ = CoefUpd21[i] .Re; FFTBufR[2*i+1] = CoefUpd21[i] .1m;
FFTBufL[2*(N-i)] CoefUpd12[i] .Re; FFTBufL[2*(N-i)+lJ -CoefUpd12[i] .1m;
FFTBufR[2*(N-i)] = CoefUpd21[i].Re; FFTBufR[2*(N-i)+1] = -CoefUpd21[i] .lm;

bitrev(FFTBufL, sqrt_index, N);
icfftr2_dif(FFTBufL, twiddles, N);
divide (FFTBufL,N) ;

bitrev(FFTBufR, sqrt_index, N);
icfftr2_dif(FFTBufR, twiddles, N);
divide(FFTBufR,N);

II' Set last half of filter coefficients to zero in time domain
for(f = 2*B ; f < 4*B ; f++)
{

FFTBufL[fl=O;
FFTBufR[fl=O;

cfftr2_dit(FFTBufL, twiddles, N);
bitrev(FFTBufL, sqrt_index, N);

cfftr2_dit(FFTBufR, tWiddles, N);
bitrev(FFTBufR, sqrt_index, N);

forti = 0 ; i <= N/2 ; i++)
{

CoefUpd12[i] .Re
CoefUpd12[i].1m

CoefUpd21[i].Re
CoefUpd21Ii].1m

adaptation_status*FFTBufL[2*il;
adaptation_status*FFTBufL[2*i+1];

adaptation_status*FFTBufR[2*il;
adaptation_status*FFTBufR[2*i+1];

II' Update the filter coefficients
forti = 0 ; i <= N/2 ; i++)
{

h12[il.Re *= pararns.leakage;
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h12[i].Im *~ params.leakage; II' Multiply by leakage factor
Comp1exAdd(&h12[il ,&CoefUpd12[i] ,&h12[il); II' h12[i]~h12[i]+CoefUpd12[i]

h21[i] .Re *~ params.leakage;
h21[i] .Im *~ params.leakage; II' Multiply by leakage factor
ComplexAdd(&h21[i] ,&CoefUpd21[il .&h21[i]); II' h21[i]~h21[i]+CoefUpd21[i]

II' Do the filtering in frequency domain
for(f ~ 0 ; f <~ N/2 ; f++)
(

D[0] [0] . Re ~ 1; D[0] [0] . 1m 0; D[0] [11 ~ h12 [ f 1;
D[1] [0] ~ h21 [f]; D[11 [1] . Re ~ 1; D[1 J [1] . 1m ~ 0;

1; Dinv [01 [0] . 1m ~ 0;
-h12[f] .Re; Dinv[O] [1] .Im ~

-h21[f] .Re; Dinv[lJ [0] .Im
1; Dinv [1] [1] . 1m ~ 0;

#ifdef FACTOR
Matrixlnv(&D,&Dinv);

#else
Dinv[O] [0] .Re
DinvfO] [1] .Re
Dinv[l] [0] .Re
Dinv[11 [l].Re

#endif

-h12[f].Im;
-h21[f].Im;

ComplexMu1t(&Dinv[01 [0] ,&xw[f] [0] ,&tempmult1);
ComplexMult(&Dinv[O] [1] ,&xw[f) [1),&tempmult2);
ComplexAdd{&tempmult1.&tempmult2,&tempadd);
FFTBufL[2*f) ~ tempadd.Re; FFTBufL[2*f+1] ~ tempadd.lm;
Comp1exMult(&Dinv[1] [0] ,&xw[fl [0),&tempmu1t1);
ComplexMu1t(&Dinv[1] [1] .&xw!f) [1],&tempmult2);
ComplexAdd(&tempmult1,&tempmult2,&tempadd);
FFTBufR!2*f)~tempadd.Re;FFTBufR[2*f+1)~tempadd.lm;

for(f ~ 1 ; f < N/2 ; f++)
(

D[O)IO].Re ~ 1; D[O][O].Im ~ 0; D!O][l] ~ h12[B-f);
D!1] [0) ~ h21 [B- f); D[1) [1) . Re ~ 1; D[1] [1] . 1m ~ 0;

1; Dinv[O] [O].Im ~ 0;
-h12[B-f] .Re; Dinv[OJ [1] .Im
-h21[B-f].Re; Dinv[ll [0] .Im ~

1; Dinv [1] [l J • 1m ~ 0;

#ifdef FACTOR
Matrixlnv(&D,&Dinv);

#else
Dinv[O] [0] .Re
Dinv[O] [1] .Re
Dinv[l] [0] .Re
Dinv[l) [1] .Re

#endif

-h12 [B-f] .Im;
-h21[B-f).Im;

ComplexMult(&Dinv[O] fO] .&xw[B-f) [01,&tempmu1t1);
ComplexMult(&DinvIO] 11],&xwIB-f] [lI.&tempmult2);
Comp1exAdd{&tempmult1,&tempmult2,&tempadd);
FFTBufL[N+2*f] ~ tempadd.Re; FFTBufL[N+2*f+1] ~ -tempadd.lm;
ComplexMult(&Diriv[1110] .&xw[B-f] [01 ,&tempmult1);
ComplexMult(&Dinv[l] [1] ,&xw[B-f] [1] .&tempmu1t2);
ComplexAdd(&tempmult1,&tempmu1t2.&tempadd);
FFTBufR[N+2*f) ~ tempadd.Re; FFTBufR[N+2*f+1] ~ -tempadd.lm;

bitrev(FFTBUfL, sqrt_index, N);
icfftr2_dif(FFTBufL. twiddles, N);
divide (FFTBufL. N);

bitrev(FFTBufR, sqrt_index. N);
icfftr2_dif(FFTBufR, twiddles, N);
divide (FFTBufR, N);

if (ProcBufs~~l)

(

for(i~O; i < B; i++)
{

switch (Current_Output)
{

case CHANNEL_1 : OutBuf1[i)~(shortl (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+B))l « 16) + \



(short) (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+B)]);
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case MIX

}

else if (ProcBufs::2)
(

for(i:O; i < B; i++)
{

break;
OutBuf1[i]:((short) (ConvFact*FFTBufR(2*(i+B)]) « 16) + \

(short) (ConvFact*FFTBufR[2*(i+B)]);
break;
OutBuf1[i]: *(p2+i); break;

switch (Current_Output)
{

case MIX

}

else if (ProcBufs::3)
{

for(i:O; i < B; i++}
(

OutBuf2[i]:((short) (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+B)}) « 16) + \
(short) (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+B)]);

break;
OutBuf2[i]:((short) (ConvFact*FFTBufR[2*(i+B)]) « 16) + \

(short) (ConvFact*FFTBufR[2*(i+B)]);
break;
OutBuf2[i]: *(p2+i); break;

switch (Current_Output)
{

case CHANNEL_1 : OutBuf3[i]:((short) (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+Bl]) « 16) + \
(shortl (ConvFact*FFTBufL[2*(i+B)]);

case MIX

break;
OutBuf3[i]:((shortl (ConvFact*FFTBufR[2*(i+B)]) « 16) + \

(short) (ConvFact*FFTBufR[2*(i+B)]);
break;
OutBuf3[i]: *(p2+i); break;

/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*/
interrupt void BspORxIrq(void)
{

int Data;

Data : DAT_RX_REG;
Buffer[BufferIndex]:Data;
BufferIndex++;

OutBufIndex++;
if (OutBufIndex::B)

OutBufIndex:O;

if (BufferIndex B)
{

ProcBufs:1;
ProcOutBufs:1;

}

else if (BufferIndex 2*B)
{

ProcBufs:2;
ProcOutBufs:2;

}

else if (BufferIndex 3*B)
{

ProcBufs:3;
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ProcOutBufs=3;
Bufferlndex = 0;

if (ProcOutBufs==l)
{

DAT_TX_REG = OutBuf3[OutBuflndex];
}

else if (ProcOutBufs==2l
{

DAT_TX_REG = OutBufl[OutBuflndex];
}

else if (ProcOutBufs==3)
(

DAT_TX_REG = OutBuf2[OutBuflndex];

void BSS_Reset(void)
(

int i;

for(i=O;i<=B;i++)
(

h12[i] .Re=O; h12[i].Im=0;
h21[i] .Re=O; h21[i] .Im=O;

for(i=O;i<=B;i++)
(

CoefUpd12[i] .Re=O; CoefUpd12[i] .Im=O;
CoefUpd21[i] .Re=O; CoefUpd21[i] .Im=O;

nrlt = 1;
for(i=O;i<=B;i++)
{

BS_Rx[i] [0] [O].Re=O; BS_Rx[il [0] [1] .Re=O; BS_Rx[i] [1] [O].Re=O; BS_Rx[i] [1] [l].Re=O;
BS_Rx[i] [0] [O].Im=O; BS_Rx[i] [0] [1] .Im=O; BS_Rx[i] [1] [O].Im=O; BS_Rx[i] [1] [l].Im=O;
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Appendix H-2: complex_calc

complex_calc.h:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : complex_calc.h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*
*
*

date
copyright

email

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.n1 and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*
*

*
*

*************************************************************************************/

j***************************************************** ********************************

* Function prototypes: *
*************************************************************************************/

#ifndef COMPLEXCALC_H
#define COMPLEXCALC_H

#include "typedefs.h"

void ComplexAdd(pTComplex pA, pTComplex pB, pTComplex pRes};
void ComplexConj(pTComplex pA, pTComplex pRes);
void ComplexMult(pTComplex pA, pTComplex pB, pTComplex pRes);

#endif

complex_calc.c:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : complex_calc.c *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*
*

date
copyright

*

April 30 2001
(Cl 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar

email j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
* e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively
*************************************************************************************/

*

/*************************************************************************************

* Defined functions:
*

* void ComplexAdd(pTComplex pA, pTCornplex pB, pTComplex pRes) *
* void ComplexConj(pTCornplex pA, pTComplex pRes)
* void ComplexMult(pTComplex pA, pTComplex pB, pTComplex pRes)
*************************************************************************************/

#include "complex_calc.h"

void ComplexAdd(pTCornplex pA, pTComplex pB, pTComplex pRes)
{

pRes->Re
pRes->Im
return;

pA->Re + pB->Re;
pA->Im + pB->Im;

void ComplexConj (pTComplex pA, pTComplex pRes)
{

pRes->Re = pA->Re;
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pRes->Im
return;

-pA->Im;

void ComplexMult(pTComplex pA, pTComplex pB, pTComplex pRes)
{

pRes->Re
pRes->Im
return;

pA->Re • pB->Re pA->Im' pB->Im;
pA->Re • pB->Im + pA->Im • pB->Re;
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Appendix H-3: matrix_calc

matrix_calc.h:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : matrix_calc. h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

date
copyright

email

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*
*
*

*
*************************************************************************************/

j***************************************************** ••• *.************ •• *************

* Function prototypes: *
*******.*************** •• ******** •••• ****** ••••• ******************** ••• **************/

#ifndef MATCALC_H
#define MATCALC_H

#include "typedefs.h"
#include "complex_calc.h"

void MatrixHer.m(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatHer.m);
void Matrixlnv(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatlnv);
void MatrixMult(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat};
void MatrixMultElemWise(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat);
void ScaMatMult(pTMatrix pMatOrg, float *pScalar, pTMatrix pDestMat);
void MatrixAdd(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat};
void VectorMultHer.m(pTVector pVecOrgL, pTVector pVecorgR, pTMatrix pDestMat) ;

#endif

matrix_calc.c:

/**.*************************************************.********************************

* filename : matrix_calc.c *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

date
copyright

*

*
*

April 30 2001 *
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart, *
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar *

email j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl, *
* e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively *
*************************************************************************************/

/*************************************************************************************

Defined functions: *
* *

void MatrixHerrn(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatHerrn) *
void Matrixlnv(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatlnv) *

* void MatrixMult(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat} *
* void MatrixMultElernWise(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat) *

void ScaMatMult(pTMatrix pMatOrg, float *pScalar, pTMatrix pDestMat) *
* void MatrixAdd(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat) *
* void VectorMultHerrn(pTVector pVecOrgL, pTVector pVecOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat) *
*************************************************************************************/

#include "matrix_calc.h"

void MatrixHerrn(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatHerrn}
{

(*pMatHer.m) [0] [OJ .Re = (*pMatOrg) [OJ [0] .Re;
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(*pMatHenn) [0] [O].Im
(*pMatHenn) [0] [1] .Re
( *pMa tHenn) [0] [1] . 1m
(*pMatHenn) [1] [O].Re
(*pMatHenn) [1] [OJ .Im
(*pMatHenn) [1] [1] .Re
(*pMatHenn) [lJ [1] .Im
return;

- (*pMatOrg) [0] [O].Im;
(*pMatOrg) [1] [0] .Re;
-(*pMatOrg) [lJ [O].Im;
(*pMatOrg) [0] [lJ .Re;
- (*pMatOrg) [0] [lJ.lm;
(*pMatOrg) [1] [lJ .Re;
-(*pMatOrg) [lJ [lJ.lm;

void Matrixlnv(pTMatrix pMatOrg, pTMatrix pMatlnv)
(

1*
The inverse of a 2x2 matrix is given by:
inv( [a b; c dJ) = 11 (a*d-b*c) * [d -b; -c aJ

So for a 2x2 matrix with l's on the diagonal and complex numbers
on the off-diagonal positions (j=sqrt(-l)):
inv([l a+j*b; c+j*d 1J) = 1/([1-(a*c-b*d)] - j*[a*d+b*cJ) * [1 -a-j*b; -c-j*d 1]
*1

TComplex Xprod, det, factor;
float fModDet; 1* Modulus of detenninant *1

ComplexMult( &( (*pMatOrg) [OJ [lJ), &( (*pMatOrg) [lJ [0]), &Xprod);
det.Re= l-(Xprod.Re);
det.lm= -Xprod.lm;
fModDet=(det.Re*det.Re) + (det.lm*det.lm);
factor.Re det.Re/fModDet;
factor.lm = Xprod.lm/fModDet;

(*pMatlnv) [0] [O]=factor;
(*pMatInv) [1] [lJ=factor;
factor.Re=-factor.Re;
factor.lm=-factor.lm;
ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrg) [0) [lJ), &factor, &( (*pMatlnv) [0] [1]»;
ComplexMult(&«*pMatOrg) [1] [OJ). &factor, &( (*pMatInv) [1] [0]»;
return;

void MatrixMult(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat)
{

TComplex prod1, prod2;

ComplexMul t (& ( (*pMatOrgL) [OJ [0) ), & ( (*pMatOrgR) [OJ [OJ), &prod1);
ComplexMult(&{(*pMatOrgL) [0] [1]), &( (*pMatOrgR) [1] [0]), &prod2);
ComplexAdd(&prod1, &prod2, &«*pDestMat) [0] [OJ));

ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrgL) [OJ [OJ), &( (*pMatOrgR) [OJ [1]), &prod1};
ComplexMult(&«*pMatOrgL) [0] [1]), &( (*pMatOrgR) [1] [1]), &prod2);
ComplexAdd(&prod1, &prod2, &«*pDestMat) [0] [1]});

ComplexMult(&(*pMatOrgL) [1] [0]), &«*pMatOrgR) [0] [0]), &prod1);
ComplexMult (& ( (*pMatOrgL) [1] (1) ), & ( (*pMatOrgR) [1] [0] ), &prod2);
ComplexAdd(&prod1, &prod2, &«*pDestMat) [1] [OJ));

ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrgL) [1] [0]), &( (*pMatOrgR) [OJ (1)), &prod1);
ComplexMult(&((*pMatOrgL) [1] [1]), &«*pMatOrgR) [1] [1]), &prod2);
ComplexAdd(&prod1, &prod2, &«*pDestMat) [1] [lJ»;
return;

void MatrixMultElernWise(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat)
(

ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrgL) [0] [0]), &( (*pMatOrgR) [0] [0]), &( (*pDestMat) [0] [O])};
ComplexMult (& ( (*pMatOrgL) [OJ [1] ), & ( (*pMatOrgR) [0] [1] }, & ( (*pDestMat) [0] [1] } ) ;
ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrgL) [1] [0]), &( (*pMatOrgR) [1] [O]), &( (*pDestMat) [1] [0]»;
ComplexMult(&( (*pMatOrgL) [1] [1]}, &( (*pMatOrgR) [1] [1]), &( (*pDestMat) [1] [1])};



return;

void ScaMatMult(pTMatrix pMatOrg, float *pScalar, pTMatrix pDestMat)
{
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(*pDestMat) [0] [Ol.Re
(*pDestMat) [0] [O].lm
(*pDestMat) [0] [1] .Re
(*pDestMat) [0] [1] .lm
(*pDestMat) [1] [D].Re
(*pDestMat) [1] [01 .lm
(*pDestMat) [1] [1] .Re
(*pDestMat) [1] [1] .lm
return;

(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [01 [0] .Re;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg! [0] [0] .lm;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [0] [1] .Re;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [0] [1] . lID;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [1] [0] .Re;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [1] [0] .lm;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [1] [1] .Re;
(*pScalar) * (*pMatOrg) [1] [1] .lm;

void MatrixAdd(pTMatrix pMatOrgL, pTMatrix pMatOrgR, pTMatrix pDestMat)
(

(*pDestMat) [0] [0] .Re
(*pDestMat) [0] [0] .lm
(*pDestMat) [0] [l].Re
(*pDestMat) [0] [lJ .lm
(*pDestMat) [1] [D].Re
(*pDestMat) [1] [0] .lm
(*pDestMat) [1] [ll .Re
(*pDestMat) [1] [l].lm
return;

(*pMatOrgL) [0] [D].Re + (*pMatOrgR) [OJ [D].Re;
(*pMatOrgL) [0] [O].lm + (*pMatOrgR) [0] [O].lm;
(*pMatOrgL) [0] [l].Re + (*pMatOrgR) [0] [l].Re;
(*pMatOrgL) [0] [1] .lm + (*pMatOrgR) [0] [l].lrn;
(*pMatOrgL) [1] [0] .Re + (*pMatOrgR) [1] [D].Re;
(*pMatOrgL) [11 [01 .lrn + (*pMatOrgR) [1] [Ol.lrn;
(*pMatOrgL) [1] [1] .Re + (*pMatOrgR) [1] [1] .Re;
(*pMatOrgL) [1] [1] .lrn + (*pMatOrgR) [1] [l].lrn;

void VectorMultHerm(pTVector pVecOrgL, pTVector pVecOrgR. pTMatrix pDestMat)
(

TCoroplex tropconj1, tropconj2;

tropconj1.Re
trnpconj2.Re

((*pVecOrgR) [0]) .Re; tmpconj1.lrn
(*pVecOrgR) [1]) .Re; tropconj2.lrn

-«(*pVecOrgR) [0]) .lrn;
-((*pVecOrgR) [1]) .lrn;

CoroplexMult(&«*pVecOrgL) [O]l, &tropconj1, &((*pDestMat) [0] [0] »;
ComplexMult(&((*pVecOrgL) [0]), &tropconj2, &(*pDestMat) [0] [1]»;
Corop1exMult!&(*pVecOrgL) [1]), &tmpconj1, &((*pDestMat) [1] [0] »;
CoroplexMultl&((*pVecOrgL) [1]), &tropconj2, &((*pDestMat) [1] [1]));

return;
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Appendix H-4: bss_calc

j ••• *** •• ***************** ••• ************************* ****** ••• ** ••••• ** •••••• ** ••••••
* filename : bss_calc.h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

**.****.** ••••••• ***** ••••• ******.***.**********.**.** *********.*********************j

j**.*************.******************* ••••••• *** ••••••• **************** •• **************

*
*** •• **.**********.******* •• ****** •••• ************** ••• *.*** •• **** ••• ****************/

#ifndef BSSCALC_H
#define BSSCALC_H

#include <math.h>
#include "params.h"
#include "typedefs.h"
#include "matrix_calc.h"

void UpdPMatRoutine(pTMatrix pRxUpd, pTMatrix pBS_Rx);
void Stepsize(pTComplex pA, float *pSS);

#endif

j************************************* •• *** •• ***** •• ** ********************************

*
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*****************.*** •• *.**.********.*.*************** *****.*.** ••• ***.** •• ****.** •• *j

j*.*****.*.*.* ••• *******.****.* •• **** ••• ****** ••••• **. ********************************

* Defined functions:

void UpdPMatRoutine{pTMatrix pRxUpd, pTMatrix pBS_Rx)
void Stepsize(pTComplex pA, float *pSS)

****************************************************** *******************************j

#include "bss_calc.h"

void UpdPMatRoutine(pTMatrix pRxUpd, pTMatrix pBS_Rx)
{

float ForgetFact, ForgetFactCompl;
TMatrix temp;

ForgetFact = params.alpha;
ScaMatMult(pBS_Rx, &ForgetFact, pBS_Rx);

II' Get forgetting factor
II' MUltiply BS_Rx by alpha

ForgetFactCompl = 1 - ForgetFact; II' Compute complement of forgetting factor
ScaMatMult(pRxUpd, &ForgetFactCompl, &ternp); II' Multiply BS_Rx by I-alpha
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MatrixAdd(pBS_Rx, &temp, pBS_Rx);

return;

void Stepsize(pTComplex pA, float *pSS)
(

II' Determine adaptation stepsize
float gate = params.gate; Il'set the maximal update of coefficients in each iteration
float SS;
II'float b;

SS = sqrt(pA->Re * pA->Re + pA->Im * pA->Im);

if (SS > gate)
{

*pSS gate ISS;
}

else
{

*pSS params.lambda;
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Appendix H-5: init_devices

iniCdevices.h:

1***************************************************** ********************************

* filename : init_devices.h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
*
*
*

date
copyright

email

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.n1 and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*
*
*
*
*

Function prototypes:
1***************************************************** ********************************

*
*************************************************************************************/

void InitCodec(void);
void TurnCodecOn(void);
void WritelndexedData(int DataRegister, int RegisterValue);
void codecSelectReg(int Reg);
void codecWriteReg(int Value);
void codecEnableMCE(void);
void codecDisableMCE(void} ;
void codecEnableMode2(void);
void codecDelay(void} ;
void Initlnterrupts(void);
void InitMcbsp(void};

iniCdevices.c:

1***************************************************** ********************************

* filename : ini t_devices. c *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
*

date
copyright

email

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl, p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl,
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*
*
*
*
*

*************************************************************************************/

/*************************************************************************************

* Defined functions: *

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

* void Initlnterrupts(void)
void InitMcbsp(void)
void codecEnableMCE(void)
void codecSelectReg(int Reg)
void codecWriteReg(int Value)
void codecDisableMCE(void)
void codecEnableMode2(void)
void WritelndexedData(int DataRegister, int RegisterValue)
void TurnCodecOn(void)
void InitCodec(void)
void codecDelay(void)

*************************************************************************************/

#include <Regdef.h>
#include <regs.h>

#include 'init_devices.h'
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void InitInterrupts(void)
(

II'RINTO (p 8-7 Peripherals Reference Guide) sets Receive Interrupt mode
II'RINTO sets RINT driven by RRDY
II' (p 8-5) RINT Receive Interrupt to CPU
II' (p 8-6) Seial Port Configuration Register SPCR

volatile IntMuxLowRegUnion
volatile IntMuxHighRegUnion
volatile ExternalIntPolRegUnion
volatile IntControlStatusRegUnion
volatile IntEnableRegUnion
volatile IntClearRegUnion

IntMuxLowReg;
IntMuxHighReg;
ExternalIntPolReg;
IntControlStatusReg;
IntEnableReg;
IntClearReg;

1* McBSP 0 Receive interrupt (RINTO) -> Interrupt 4 *1
IntMuxLowReg.Data=INT_MUX_LOW_REG;
IntMuxLowReg.BitField.IntSe14 = OxD; 1* XINTO = OxC, RINTO
INT_MUX_LOW_REG=IntMuxLowReg.Data;

1* Enable all interrupts globally *1
IntControlStatusReg.Data=CSR;
IntControlStatusReg.BitField.Gie = 1;
CSR=IntControlStatusReg.Data;

1* Clear interrupt 4 (RINTO) *1
IntClearReg.Data=ICR;
IntClearReg.BitField.Ic4=1;
ICR=IntClearReg.Data;

1* Enable interrupt 4 (RINTO) *1
IntEnableReg.Data=IER;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Nrnie = 1;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie4 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie5 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie6 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie7 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie8 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie9 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.IelO 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Iell 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie12 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie13 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie14 0;
IntEnableReg.BitField.Ie15 0;
IER=IntEnableReg.Data;

OxD *1

void InitMcbsp(void)
(

volatile SerPrtCtrlRegUnion
volatile RxCtrlRegUnion
volatile TxCtrlRegUnion
volatile SarnRateGenRegUnion
volatile MultiChnCtrlRegUnion
volatile RxChnEnRegUnion
volatile TxChnEnRegUnion
volatile PinCtrlRegUnion

SerPrtCtrlReg;
RxCtrlReg;
TxCtrlReg;
SarnRateGenReg;
MultiChnCtrlReg;
RxChnEnReg;
TxChnEnReg;
PinCtrlReg;

1* Serial Port Control Register *1 II'p 8-6 of Peripherals Ref Guide
SerPrtCtrlReg.Data=SER_PRT_CTRL_REG; Il'set adress of reg in memory
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Frst = 0; II 'frame sync signal not generated by sample rate g.
SerprtCtrlReg.BitField.Xintm = 0; II 'transmit interrupt mode driven by XRDY
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Rintm = 0; Il'receive interrupt mode (RINT driven by RRDY)
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Rrst = 0; II'reset receiver(serial port receiver is disabled)
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Xrst = 0; II'reset transmitter (ser. port transm. is disabled)
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Dlb = 0; Il'digital loopback mode
SerprtCtrlReg.BitField.Clkstp = 0; II'clock stop mode disabled
SER_PRT_CTRL_REG=SerprtCtrlReg.Data;
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1* Pin Control Register *1
PinCtrlReg.Data=PIN_CTRL_REG;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Fsxm = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Clkxm = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Fsrm = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Clkrm = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Fsxp = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Clkxp = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Fsrp = 0;
PinCtrlReg.BitField.Clkrp = 0;
PIN_CTRL_REG=PinCtrlReg.Data;

1* Receive Control Register *1
RxCtrlReg.Data=RX_CTRL_REG;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rphase = 0;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rfrlenl = 1;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rwdlenl = 5;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rcompand = 0;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rfig = 0;
RxCtrlReg.BitField.Rdatdly = 0;
RX_CTRL_REG=RxCtrlReg.Data;

1* Transmit Control Register *1
TxCtrlReg.Data=TX_CTRL_REG;
TXCtrlReg.BitField.Xphase = 0;
TXCtrlReg.BitField.Xfrlenl = 1;
TxCtrlReg.BitField.Xwdlenl = 5;
TxCtrlReg.BitField.Xcompand = 0;
TxCtrlReg.BitField.Xfig = 0;
TxCtrlReg.BitField.Xdatdly = 0;
TX_CTRL_REG=TxCtrlReg.Data;

II'p 8-9 of Peripherals Ref Guide (PCR)

II'transmit frame synchronisation mode
II 'transmitter clock mode
II'receive frame synchronisation mode
II'receiver clock mode
Il'sets polaritys

II'p 8-12 of c76 Peripherals Reference Guide

II 'receive phases (single phase frame)
II'receive frame length in phase 1(2 words per phase)
II 'receive element length in phase 1 (32 bits)
II'data transfer starts with MSB first

1* Sample Rate Generator Register *1
SarnRateGenReg.Data=SAM_RAT_GEN_REG;
SarnRateGenReg.BitField.Gsync OxO;
SarnRateGenReg.BitField.Clksp = OxO;
SarnRateGenReg.BitField.Clksm = OxO;
SarnRateGenReg.BitField.Fwid = 31;
SarnRateGenReg.BitField.Clkgdv = 1;
SAM_RAT_GEN_REG=SarnRateGenReg.Data;

1* Multi Channel Control Register *1
MultiChnCtrlReg.Data=MU_CH_CTRL_REG;
MultiChnCtrlReg.BitField.Xrncm = 0;
MultiChnCtrlReg.BitField.Rrncm = 0;
MultiChnCtrlReg.BitField.Xcblk = 0;
MultiChnCtrlReg.BitField.Xpbblk = 0;
MultiChnCtrlReg.BitField.Xpablk = 0;
MU_CH_CTRL_REG=MultiChnCtrlReg.Data;

1* Receive Channel Enable Register *1
II no configuration

1* Transmit Channel Enable Register *1
II no configuration

1* enable mcbsp transmitter and receiver *1
SerPrtCtrlReg.Data=SER_PRT_CTRL_REG;
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Xrst = 1;
SerPrtCtrlReg.BitField.Rrst = 1;
SER_PRT_CTRL_REG=SerPrtCtrlReg.Data;

void codecEnableMCElvoid)
{

CODECINDEXREG = CODECINDEXREG I Ox40;

void codecSelectReg(int Reg)



CODECINDEXREG (CODECINDEXREG & OxEO) I Reg;
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void codecWriteReg(int Value)
(

CODECINDDATAREG = Value;

void codecDisableMCE(void)
{

CODECINDEXREG = (CODECINDEXREG & -Ox40);
II' select Error status & init (Ill) to poll ACI bit
codecSelectReg(ll);
while (CODECINDDATAREG & Ox20);

void codecEnableMode2(void)
(

codecSelectReg(12) ;
CODECINDDATAREG = CODECINDDATAREG I Ox40;

void WriteIndexedData(int DataRegister, int RegisterValue)
(

codecSelectReg(DataRegister);
codecWriteReg(RegisterValue) ;
codecDelay();

void TurnCodecOn(void)
(

DSPCNTLREG = DSPCNTLREG I Ox4;
while«CODECINDEXREG & OxFF) !=Ox40); II'wait till on

void InitCodec(void}
(

codecEnableMode2();
codecEnableMCE(};
WriteIndexedData( 9,
WriteIndexedData( 8,
WriteIndexedData( 28,
WriteIndexedData( 6,
WriteIndexedData( 7,
WriteIndexedData( 0,
WriteIndexedData( 1,
WriteIndexedData( 16,
codecDisableMCE();

void codecDelay(void)
(

volatile int Cnt;

I9_Config) ;
I8_Config);

I28_Config);
I6_Config);
I7_Config);
IO_Config);
Il_Config) ;

I16_Config};

II'interface configuration
II'Fs and playback data format
II 'capture data format (mono/stereo)
II'left DAC output control
II 'right DAC output control
II'left DAC input control
II'right DAC input control
II 'alternate feature enable

for(Cnt=0;Cnt<7500;Cnt++);
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Appendix H-6: fft

fft.h:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : fft.h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

* date : April 30 2001
*************************************************************************************/

/*************************************************************************************

* Function prototypes: *
*************************************************************************************/

#include <math.h>

#ifndef FFT_H
#define FFT_H

#define PI 3.14159265358979323846

void init_fft( float ow, short n);
void divide(float* x, short n);
void cfftr2_dit(float* x, float* w, short n);
void icfftr2_dif(float* x, float* w, short n);
void bitrev(float *xs, short *index, int n) ;
void digitrev_index(short *index, int n, int radix);

#endif

fft.h:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : fft.c *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
* date : April 30 2001 *
*************************************************************************************/

/*************************************************************************************

* Defined functions: *

* void inicfft (float ow, short n) *
* void icfftr2_dif(float* x, float* w, short n) *
* void divide (float* x, short n)
* void digitrev_index(short *index , int n, int radix) *
*************************************************************************************/

#include "fft.h"

#define SWAP(a,b) ternpr=(a); (a)=(b); (b)=tempr

void init_fft(float ow, short n)
{

II' Calculate twiddle factors, which is needed for doing
II' the fft-routines of Texas Instruments, namely
I I' "cfftr2_di t" and "icfftr2_dif"
II' INPUT: n Number of twiddles needed (must be power of two)
II' OUTPUT: w Bit-reversed Twiddle factors

int i, j, k;
float rternp, iternp;
float pi = 4 * atan{l.0);



float e = pi*2.0/n;

for(i=O; i < ( n»l ); i++)
(
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w[2*i]
w[2*i+1]

cos(i*e) ;
sin(i*e) ;

II' Bit-reverse the twiddle coefficients, which is needed for the
II' fft-algorithms of Texas Instruments, namely "cfftr2_dit" and "icfftr2_dif"
n = n»l;
j = 0;
for(i=l; i < (n-1); i++)
{

k = n » 1;
while (k <= j)
{

j -=' k;
k »=' 1;

)

j +=' k;
if(i < j)
(

rtemp
w[j*2]
w[i*2]
itemp
w[j*2+1]
w[i*2+1]

w[j*2) ;
w[i*2] ;
rtemp;
w[j*2+1) ;
w[i*2+1);
itemp;

void icfftr2_dif(f1oat* x, f1oat* w, short n)
(

II' This routine will do a Radix-2 Decimation-In-Frequency Inverse-FFT,
II' which is designed by Texas Instruments. There exists a fully
II' optimized assembly routine equivalent to this routine!
short n2, i, k, 1, p, m, j;
float rtemp, iternp, s, c, xr, xi, yr, yi, Xr, Xi, Yr, Yi;
float *wptrB, *xinptrA, *xoutptrB, *xoutptrA, p1r, p2r, p1i, p2i;

n2 = 1;
wptrB =' W;
xinptrA =' x;
xoutptrB =' x;
c=*wptrB++;
s=*wptrB++;
xoutptrA xoutptrB + 2*n2;
xoutptrB = 1 + xoutptrB;
i n2;
j n2;
p n2;

for {k='n; k > 1; k »=' 1)
{

for(l=,O; 1< n/2; 1++)
{

yr xinptrA[2*n2];
yi xinptrA[2*n2 + 1];
xr *xinptrA++;
xi ·xinptrA++;
j j - 1;
i =' i-I;
P = P -1;
iternp xi yi;
rternp xr yr;
Xi xi + yi;
Xr = xr + yr;

if (i==O)
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xinptrA = xinptrA + 2*n2:

p1i c*itemp:
p2i s*rtemp:
p1r c*rtemp:
p2r s*itemp;
*xoutptrB = Xi:
xoutptrB = xoutptrB + 2:
*(xoutptrB - 3) = Xr:
Yi pli + p2i:
Yr = p1r - p2r:

if (p==O)
xoutptrB

m = ii

if (i==O)
i = n2:

xoutptrB + 2*n2:

xoutptrB + 2*n2:
xoutptrB + I:

*xoutptrA++ Yr:
*xoutptrA++ Vi;

if (j==O)
xoutptrA xoutptrA + 2*n2:

if (m==O)
{

c=*wptrB++;
s=*wptrB++:

if (p==O)
p = n2:

if (j==O)
j = n2:

}

n2 = n2 « I:
xinptrA = x:
xoutptrB = x:
wptrB = w;
c=*wptrB++;
s=*wptrB++:
i n2:
j = n2:
p = n2:
xoutptrA
xoutptrB

void divide (float* x, short n)
{

II' This routine will divide all even elements of the array x[O .. n)
II' by the factor n (which will be used after doing a Inverse-FFT).
II' INPUT: x[O .. n] array containing data
I I' n divisor
II' OUTPUT: x[O .. n] array with same data, but divided by a factor n

int i:
float inv = 1.0 I n:

for(i=O: i < n: i++)
{

x[2*i]
x[2*i+l]

inv * x[2*il:
inv * x[2*i+l]:
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void digitrev_index(short *index , int n, int radix)
{

int
short

i,j,ki
nbits, nbot, ntop, ndiff, n2, raddiv2;

nbits = 0;
i = nj

while (i > 1) {

i = i » 1;
nbits++;

= radix » 1;
nbits » raddiv2;
nbot « raddiv2 - 1;

= nbits & raddiv2;
nbot + ndiff;

= 1 « ntop;

raddiv2
nbot
nbot
ndiff
ntop
n2

index[Ol = 0;
for ( i = 1, j = n2/radix + 1; i < n2 - 1; i++){

index[i] = j - 1;
for (k = n2/radix; k*(radix-1l < j; k /= radix)

j -= k*(radix-1);
j += k;

)
index[n2 - 1] n2 - 1;

Used assembly modules from TI:
• bitrevf.asm

cfftr2.asm
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Appendix H-7: params and typedefs

params.h:

/*************************************************************************************

* filename : params.h *
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

*
email

date
copyright

*

*
*

* April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart,
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl. p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl.
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*************************************************************************************/

II' This file contains the definition of the main algorithm parameters

#ifndef PARAMS_H
#define PARAMS_H

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

N 1024
B (N/2)
Ninit 5
ConvFact (32768.0)
ALPHA 0.95
GATE .1
LAMBDA 1.0
LEAKAGE 0.99

I I' RTDX
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

initialisation;
CMD_START 1
CMD_STOP 2
CMD_PAUSE 3
CMD_LOGOUT 4
CMD_ADAPT 5
CMD_RESET 6
CMD_SELOUT 7

static struct
{

float alpha;
float gate;
float lambda;
float leakage;
params = { ALPHA, GATE, LAMBDA. LEAKAGE );

#endif

typedefs.h:

1***************************************************** ********************************

* filename : typedefs.h
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*
*

*
*

email

date
copyright

*
*
*

April 30 2001
(C) 2001 by Jeroen Peters, Paul Lokkart.
Emanuel Habets and Jakob van de Laar
j.d.p.a.peters@stud.tue.nl. p.a.m.lokkart@student.tue.nl.
e.a.p.habets@student.tue.nl and j.v.d.laar@tue.nl respectively

*************************************************************************************/

/*************************************************************************************

* Type definitions
*************************************************************************************/



#ifndef TYPEDEFS_H
#define TYPEDEFS_H

typedef struct
{

float Re;
float 1m;
TComplex. *pTCornplex;

struct CMD_host
{
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float
float

} ;

command;
status;

struct CMD_target
{

float
float

} ;

typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

#endif

command;
data;

TCornplex TVector[2];
TVector *pTVector;
TComplex TMatrix[2] [2] ;
TMatrix *pTMatrix;
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I Source code GUI

Appendix 1-1: Blasst

Blasst.h:

// Blasst.h main header file for the BLASST application

iif !defined(AFX_BLASST_H__82B19066_284F_11D5_B6E5_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_)
idefine AFX_BLASST_H__82B19066_284F_11D5_B6E5_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_

iif _MSC_VER > 1000
ipragrna once
iendif // _MSC_VER > 1000

iifndef __AFXWIN_H__
ierror include 'stdafx.h' before including this file for PCH

iendif

iinclude "resource.h" // main symbols

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstApp:
// See Blasst.cpp for the implementation of this class
//

class CBlasstApp public CWinApp
(

public:
CBlasstApp () ;

/ / Overrides
// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//({AFX_VIRTUAL(CBlasstApp)
public:
virtual BaaL InitInstance();
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation

//({AFX_MSG(CBlasstApp)
// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove member functions here.
// DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks of generated code!

//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

} ;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.

Blasst.cpp:

// Blasst.cpp : Defines the class behaviors for the application.
//

iinclude "stdafx.h"
iinclude "Blasst.h"
iinclude "BlasstDlg.h"



#ifdef DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[]
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstApp

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CBlasstApp, CWinApp)
//«AFX_MSG_MAP(CBlasstApp)

// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove mapping macros here.
// DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks of generated code!

//jjAFX_MSG
ON_COMMAND (ID_HELP, CWinApp::OnHelp)

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstApp construction

CBlasstApp::CBlasstApp()
(

// TODO: add construction code here.
// Place all significant initialization in InitInstance

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The one and only CBlasstApp object

CBlasstApp theApp;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstApp initialization

BOOL CBlasstApp::InitInstance()
(

AfxEnableControlContainer();

// Standard initialization
// If you are not using these features and wish to reduce the size
// of your final executable. you should remove from the following
// the specific initialization routines you do not need.

#ifdef AFXDLL
Enable3dControls(); // Call this when using MFC in a shared DLL

#else
Enable3dControlsStatic(); // Call this when linking to MFC statically

#endif

CBlasstDlg dlg;
m-pMainWnd = &dlg;
int nResponse = dlg.DoModal();
if (nResponse == IDOK)
(

// TODO: Place code here to handle when the dialog is
// dismissed with OK

j

else if (nResponse == IDCANCEL)
{

// TODO: Place code here to handle when the dialog is
// dismissed with Cancel

// Since the dialog has been closed, return FALSE so that we exit the
// application, rather than start the application's message pump.
return FALSE;

113
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Appendix 1-2: BlasstDlg

BlasstDlg.h:

// BlasstDlg.h
//

header file

#if !defined(AFX_BLASSTDLG_H__82B19068_284F_IID5_B6E5_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_)
#define AFX_BLASSTDLG_H__82B19068_284F_I1D5_B6E5_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_

#if MSC VER > 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000

#include "RTDX.h"

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstDlg dialog

WM_USER + 200

RTDX;
StatusString;

class CBlasstDlg
{

private:
CRTDX
CString

: public CDialog

int current_snd;

void UpdateStatus (CString Text);

// Construction
public:

CBlasstDlg{CWnd* pParent NULL); // standard constructor

// Dialog Data
//({AFX_DATA(CBlasstDlg)
enum { IDD = IDD_BLASST_DIALOG };
CComboBox m_sounds;
CButton m_stop;
CButton m_start;
CButton m-pause;
CEdit m_status;
CButton m_adapt;
/ /} }AFX_DATA

// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CBlasstDlg)
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV support
/ /} }AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation
protected:

HICON m_hIcon;

HANDLE hReadThread;
DWORD ReadThreadID;

// Generated message map functions
//{{AFX_MSG(CBlasstDlg)
virtual BOOL OnInitDialog();
afx_msg void OnPaint();
afx_msg HCURSOR OnQueryDragIcon();
afx_msg void OnClose{);
afx_msg void OnStart{);
afx_msg void OnStop();
afx_msg void OnPause{);



afx_msg void OnAdapt(};
afx_msg void OnTimer(UINT TimerVal);
afx_msg void OnChanl();
afx_msg void OnChan2();
afx_msg void OnMix();
afx_msg void OnReset();
afx_msg void OnPlay();
afx_msg void OnStopSnd();
afx_msg void OnSelchangeSounds();
//))AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP ( )

) ;

//({AFX_INSERT_LOCATION))
// Microsoft Visual c++ will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.

BlasstDlg.c:
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// BlasstDlg.cpp
//

implementation file

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "Blasst.h"
#include "BlasstDlg.h"
#include <Mmsystem.h>

#ifdef DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[]
#endif

#define CMD_START 1
#define CMD_STOP 2
#define CMD_PAUSE 3
#define CMD_LOGOUT 4
#define CMD_ADAPT 5
#define CMD_RESET 6
#define CMD_SELOUT 7

UINT

#define
CString

TimerVal;

NUMBER OF SNDS 5
SoundList [NUMBER_OF_SNDS) [2) = ({ "Chan', 'wavfiles\ \p2_ss_st_rwm.wav·),

("Lee rss", "wavfiles\ \rss_ss_st_rwm.wav"),
(" Lee rssd", "wavfiles\ \rssd_ss_st_rwm. wav") ,
(" Peters", 'wavfiles\ \Ex2_sm_st_rwm. wav"),
("Schobben" , "wavfiles\ \x_2x2_ss_st_rwm.wav")) ;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstDlg dialog

CBlasstDlg::CBlasstDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(CBlasst~lg::IDD, pParent)

//({AFX_DATA_INIT(CBlasstDlg)
//))AFX_DATA_INIT
// Note that LoadIcon does not require a subsequent DestroyIcon in Win32
m_hIcon = AfxGetApp()->LoadIcon(IDR_MAINFRAME);

void CBlasstDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
(

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
//({AFX_DATA_MAP(CBlasstDlgl
DDX_Control(pDX, I DC_COMBOl, m_sounds);
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DDX_Control(pDX, I DC_STOP , m_stop);
DDX_Control(pDX, I DC_START , m_start);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_PAUSE, m-pause);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_STATUS, m_status);
DDX_Control(pDX, I DC_ADAPT , m_adapt);
//}}AFX_DATA_MAP

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CBlasstDlg, CDialog)
//({AFX_MSG_MAP(CBlasstDlg)
ON_WM_PAINT{)
ON_WM_QUERYDRAGICON(}
ON_WM_CLOSE()
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_START, OnStart)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_STOP, OnStop)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_PAUSE, OnPause)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_ADAPT, OnAdapt)
ON_WM_TIMER()
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_CHAN_1, OnChan1)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_CHAN_2, OnChan2)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_MIX, OnMix)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RESET, OnReset)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON1, OnPlay)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON2, OnStopSnd)
ON_CBN_SELCHANGE(IDC_COMB01, OnSelchangeSounds)
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CBlasstDlg message handlers

BOOL CBlasstDlg::OnlnitDialog()
(

CDialog::OnlnitDialog();

// Set the icon for this dialog. The framework does this automatically
// when the application's main window is not a dialog
Setlcon(m_hlcon, TRUE); // Set big icon
Setlcon(m_hlcon, FALSE); // Set small icon

m_adapt.SetCheck{TRUE);
m-pause.EnableWindow(FALSE) ;

for (int i=O; i < NUMBER_OF_SNDS; i++)
(

m_sounds.AddString(SoundList[i] [0]);

current_snd = 0;
m_sounds.SetCurSel(current_snd);

RTDX.lnitialize();
UpdateStatus("RTDX Initialized ... \r\n");
TimerVal = SetTimer(IDT_TIMER_O, 10, NULL);

CWnd *ButtonPnt;

ButtonPnt = GetDlgltem(IDC_CHAN_1);
ButtonPnt->SendMessage(BM_SETlMAGE, IMAGE_ICON, (LPARAM) (HANDLE)AfxGetApp()

>Loadlcon(MAKEINTRESOURCE(ICON_SPEAKER)));

ButtonPnt = GetDlgltem(IDC_CHAN_2);
ButtonPnt->SendMessage(BM_SETlMAGE, IMAGE_ICON, (LPARAM) (HANDLE)AfxGetApp()

>Loadlcon(MAKEINTRESOURCE(ICON_SPEAKER)));

ButtonPnt = GetDlgltem(IDC_MIX);
ButtonPnt->SendMessage(BM_SETlMAGE, IMAGE_ICON, (LPARAM) (HANDLE)AfxGetApp()

>Loadlcon(MAKEINTRESOURCE(ICON_SPEAKER)));

ButtonPnt = GetDlgltem(IDC_BUTTON1);



ButtonPnt->SendMessage(BM_SETlMAGE, IMAGE_ICON, (LPARAM) (HANDLE)AfxGetApp()
>Loadlcon(MAKEINTRESOURCE(ICON_PLAY_SNDBTN)));

ButtonPnt = GetDlgltem(IDC_BUTTON2);
ButtonPnt->SendMessage(BM_SETlMAGE, IMAGE_ICON, (LPARAM) (HANDLE)AfxGetApp()

>Loadlcon(MAKEINTRESOURCE(ICON_STOP_SNDBTN) ));

return TRUE; II return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control

II If you add a mln~m~ze button to your dialog, you will need the code below
II to draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view model,
II this is automatically done for you by the framework.

void CBlasstDlg::OnPaint()
{

if (IsIconic())
{

CPaintDC dc(this); II device context for painting

SendMessage(WM_ICONERASEBKGND, (WPARAM) dC.GetSafeHdc(), 0);

II Center icon in client rectangle
int cxlcon = GetSysternMetrics(SM_CXICON);
int cylcon = GetSysternMetrics(SM_CYICON);
CRect recti
GetClientRect(&rect);
int x (rect.Width() - cxlcon + 1) I 2;
int y = (rect.Height() - cylcon + 1) I 2;

II Draw the icon
dc.Drawlcon(x, y, m_hlcon);

}
else
{

CDialog::OnPaint() ;

II The system calls this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags
II the minimized window.
HCURSOR CBlasstDlg: :OnQueryDraglcon()
{

return (HCURSOR) m_hlcon;

void CBlasstDlg::OnClose()
{
RTDX.Send(CMD~LOGOUT, 0);

KillTimer(TimerVal);

CDialog::OnClose() ;

void CBlasstDlg::OnStart()
{

RTDX.Send(CMD_START, 0);
m-pause.EnableWindow(TRUE) ;
m_start.EnableWindow(FALSE);

void CBlasstDlg::OnStop()
{

RTDX. Send (CMD_STOP, 0);
m_start.EnableWindow(TRUE) ;

void CBlasstDlg::OnPause()
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RTDX. Send (CMD_PAUSE, 0);
m-pause.EnableWindow(FALSE) ;
m_start.EnableWindow(TRUE);

void CBlasstDlg::OnAdapt()
{

if (m_adapt.GetCheck()
RTDX.Send(CMD_ADAPT,

else
RTDX.Send(CMD_ADAPT,

TRUE)
1) ;

0) ;

void CBlasstDlg::OnTimer(UINT TimerVal)
{

Returnstatus result;

result = RTDX.Read();

if (result.Command == CMD_START)
{

UpdateStatus (" Program started ... \r\n") ;
)

if (result.Command == CMD_STOP)
{

UpdateStatus ("Reset has been performed ... \r\n") ;
UpdateStatus("Program paused ... \r\n");

)

if (result.Command == CMD_PAUSE)
{

UpdateStatus (" Program paused ... \r\n" ) ;
)

if (result.Command == CMD_RESET)
{

UpdateStatus("Reset has been performed ... \r\n");
)

if (result.Command == CMD_ADAPT)
{

if (result. Status == 1)
UpdateStatus("Adaptation running ... \r\n");

else
UpdateStatus (" Adaptation hal ted '" \r\n" ) ;

)

if (result.Command == CMD_SELOUT)
{

switch(result.Status)
{

case 1
case 2
case 3

UpdateStatus("Channel 1 has been selected \r\n"); break;
UpdateStatus("Channel 2 has been selected \r\n"); break;
UpdateStatus ("Mix has been selected ... \r\n"); break;

void CBlasstDlg::OnChanl()
{

RTDX.Send(CMD_SELOUT, 1);

void CBlasstDlg::OnChan2()
{

RTDX.Send(CMD_SELOUT, 2);

void CBlasstDlg::OnMix()
{

RTDX.Send(CMD_SELOUT, 3);

void CBlasstDlg::UpdateStatus (CString Text)



StatusString = Text + StatusString;
ID_status.SetWindowText(StatusString.GetBuffer(O)) ;

void CBlasstDlg::OnReset()
(

RTDX.Send(CMD_RESET, 0);

void CBlasstDlg::OnPlay()
(

sndPlaySound (TEXT (SoundList [current_sndJ [1]), SND_ASYNC I SND_LOOP);

void CBlasstDlg::OnStopSnd()
(

sndPlaySound(NULL, NULL);

void CBlasstDlg::onSelchangeSounds()
(

current_snd = ID_sounds.GetCurSel();
sndPlaySound (TEXT (SoundList [current_snd] [1]), SND_ASYNC I SND_LOOP);
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Appendix 1-3: RTDX

RTDX.h:

// RTDX.h: interface for the CRTDX class.
/!
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#if ! defined (AFX_RTDX_H__4D4AOBlF_2DA9_11D5_B6ED_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_)
#define AFX_RTDX_H__4D4AOB1F_2DA9_11D5_B6ED_0002A522ED57__INCLUDED_

#if _MSC_VER > 1000
#pragrna once
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000

/ / RTDX
#import <c:\ti\c6000\plugins\rtdx\rtdxint.dll>
using namespace RTDXINTLib;

#define SUCCESS OxO
#define FAIL OxB0004005
#define NODATAAVAIL OxB003001E
#define ENDLOGFILE OxB0030Q02

struct Returnstatus
{

int
int

} ;

Command;
Status;

class CRTDX
(

public:

CRTDX() ;
virtual -CRTDX();
void Send(float Command. float Value);
Returnstatus Read();
void Initialize();

private:

VARIANT Data;
IRtdxExpPtr Rtdx;

void Stop () ;
) ;

RTDX.c:
// RTDX.cpp: implementation of the CRTDX class.
/!
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "Blasst.h"
#include "RTDX.h"

#i fdef _DEBUG
#undef pParent_FILE
static char pParent_FILEll=__FILE__ ;
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#endif



//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

CRTDX: : CRTDX ( )
{

CRTDX: : -CRTDX ( )
(

Stop() ;

void CRTDX::Initialize()
{
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long
HRESULT

Status;
hr;

::CoInitialize(NULL};
hr = Rtdx.CreateInstance(L"RTDX"};

II' Configure RTDX: Continuous mode, 4096 bytes buffer, 4 buffers
Status = Rtdx->ConfigureRtdx(l, 8192, 4);

II' Enable RTDX
Status = Rtdx->EnableRtdx(};

II' Enable output channel: ochan
Status = Rtdx->EnableChannel{"o_cmd_chan");

II' Open output channel: ochan
Status = Rtdx->Open("o_cmd_chan", "R");

II' Delete old data in the channel
Rtdx->Flush () ;

void CRTDX::Send(float Command, float Value)
(

VARIANT send_msg;
SAFEARRAYBOUND rgsabound[11;
long i, NuroBytes;

send_msg. vt = VT_ARRAY I VT_R4;
rgsabound[Oj . I Lbound = 0;
rgsabound[Oj .cElements = 2;
send_msg.parray = SafeArrayCreate( VT_R4, 1, rgsabound );

i=O;
::SafeArrayPutElement( send_msg.parray, &i, &Command);
i=l;
::SafeArrayPutElement( send_msg.parray, &i, &Value);

II' Close output channel and open input channel
Rtdx->DisableChannel("o_cmd_chan");

Rtdx->Close() ;
Rtdx->Open("i_cmd_chan", "W");
Rtdx->Flush() ;

II' Write data to the target
Rtdx->Write(send_msg, &NuroBytes);

II' Close input channel and open output channel
Rtdx->Close();
Rtdx->Open("o_cmd_chan", "R");
Rtdx->Flush(};
Rtdx->EnableChannel("o_cmd_chan");
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void CRTDX: :Stop()
{

int Status;

II' Close RTDX last opened channel
Status = Rtdx->Close();

II' Disable output channel: ochan
Status = Rtdx->DisableChannel("ochan");

II' Disable input channel: ichan
Status = Rtdx->DisableChannel(nichan");

II' Disable RTDX
Status = Rtdx->DisableRtdx();

II' Remove RTDX from memory
Rtdx.Release() ;
::CoUninitialize() ;

Returnstatus CRTDX::Read()
{

int Status = FAIL;
float input[2];
Returnstatus result;

result.Command = 255;
result. Status = 255;

Status = Rtdx->ReadSAF4(&Data);

if (Status == SUCCESS)
{

II' To access the data, let pbstr point to it
long i=O;
::SafeArrayGetElement(Data.parray, &i, (void*)&input[O]);
i=l;
::SafeArrayGetElement(Data.parray, &i, (void*)&input[l]);

result.Command = (int) input[O];
result.Status = (int) input[l];

return result;
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